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Híbridos orgânico-inorgânicos, rodamina 6G, rodamina B, foto-
luminescência, absorção, XRD  
 
Materiais híbridos orgânico-inorgânicos dopados com corantes 
orgânicos, rodamina 6G e B (R6G e RB), foram caracterizados 
por espectroscopia de absorção, fotoluminescência e difracção 
de raios-X. As matrizes são constituídas por redes siliciosas 
covalentemente ligadas por pontes de ureia a nove unidades 
de oxietileno (CH2CH2O) e são conhecidas como material 
híbrido di-ureasil. 
Os padrões de difracção dos pós e os espectros de fotolumi-
nescência mostram que os corantes orgânicos se encontram 
fortemente associados ao domínio do material híbrido di-
ureasil. Os espectros de emissão registados para amostras 
dopadas com corantes de baixa concentração (0.008%) apre-
sentam duas bandas de emissão na gama de baixo e alto 
comprimento de onda. Estas duas bandas de emissão são 
provenientes do híbrido di-ureasil e dos corantes indicando 
que ambos são materiais opticamente activos. Quando a con-
centração dos corantes é aumentada de 0.008% para 0.1% 
são feitas duas observações. A primeira indica que a emissão 
proveniente do híbrido di-ureasil a baixa concentração foi su-
primida. Isto exprime claramente que existe uma forte transfe-
rência de energia do híbrido di-ureasil para as moléculas de 
corante. Os espectros de excitação do di-ureasil e do corante 
também confirmam a presença de transferência de energia do 
híbrido para o corante. 
A segunda consiste no facto de que a emissão proveniente do 
corante é deslocada para o vermelho e a banda é acompa-
nhada por desdobramentos. Isto mostra a presença de mais 
do que um componente emissor devido a diferentes tipos de 
agregados de corante. Esta evidência é também confirmada 
por espectroscopia de absorção uma vez que o pico de absor-
ção é deslocado para o vermelho com a concentração. 
O aumento nas intensidades de emissão dos materiais é tam-
bém observado com o aumento na concentração dos corantes. 
Isto foi manifestado também no rendimento quântico absoluto 
de emissão dos materiais. Os rendimentos quânticos absolutos 
de emissão de 65% para amostras dopadas com RB e de 70% 
para amostras dopadas com R6G com concentração de 0.1% 
indicam que os materiais híbridos têm elevado rendimento 
quântico de emissão, colocando-os como candidatos para ap-
licações de emissão de luz. 
O resultado de XRD exibe um padrão idêntico ao padrão de 
difracção do di-ureasil não dopado indicando que o corante 
incorporado não altera as características estruturais dos di-
ureasil não dopados. No entanto, a posição 2θ significativa da 
interferência de difusão interparticular do domínio silicioso num 
meio polimérico [28] é deslocada para um valor inferior em 
1.5º. Isto sugere que os corantes orgânicos são incorporados 
no domínio orgânico do híbrido di-ureasil. 
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Organic-inorganic hybrid materials doped with organic dyes, 
rhodamine 6G and B (R6G and RB), were characterized with 
absorption spectroscopy, photoluminescence, and X-ray dif-
fraction techniques. The host matrix is a silica-based network 
to which nine oxyethylene (CH2CH2O) repeat units are cova-
lently grafted by urea linkages and is known as di-ureasil hybrid 
material.  
The x-ray powder diffraction patterns and photoluminescence 
spectra show that the organic dyes are entrapped strongly in 
the organic domain of the di-ureasil hybrid material.  The emis-
sion spectra recorded for samples doped with dyes of low con-
centration (0.008%) have two emission bands at low and high 
wavelength ranges. These two emission bands are due to the 
emissions both from the di-ureasil hybrid and the dyes indicat-
ing that both the host and the guest are optically active materi-
als. When the concentration of the dyes increase from 0.008% 
to 0.1% there are two things observed. The first one is that the 
emission from the di-ureasil hybrid is suppressed from where it 
existed when the concentration was low. This clearly indicates 
that there is strong energy transfer from the di-ureasil hybrid to 
the dye molecules. The excitation spectra of the di-ureasil and 
the dye further confirmed the presence of an energy transfer 
from the host to the dye.  
The second thing was that the emission from the dye was ob-
served red shifted and the band was accompanied by shoul-
ders. This shows the presence of more than one emitting com-
ponents which are due to different types of dye aggregates. 
This is also confirmed by the absorption spectroscopy as the 
absorption peak is red shifted with concentration.  
The increase in the emission intensities of the materials is also 
observed with the increase in the concentration of the dyes. 
This was also manifested in the absolute emission quantum 
yield of the material. The absolute emission quantum yields of 
65% for RB and 70% for R6G doped samples with concentra-
tion of 0.1% signify that the hybrid materials have large emis-
sion quantum yield which put them as candidates for light emit-
ting applications. 
The XRD result shows a pattern similar with the diffraction pat-
tern of neat di-ureasil hybrid material indicating that the incor-
porated dye does not alter the structural features of the neat di-
ureasil. Nonetheless, a 2θ position signifying the interparticle 
scattering interference of the siliceous domain in a polymer rich 
medium [28] is shifted to lower value by 1.5º. This suggests 
that the organic dyes are incorporated in the organic domain of 
the di-ureasil hybrid. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Over the past years the photochemical and photophysical properties of fluorescent dyes in 
solid matrices have attracted great interest. There are plentiful optical applications from 
dyes since they can be utilized as guest-host liquid crystal displays (LCDs) [1, 2], as guest 
dopants in organic LEDs, for energy transfer experiments, for pH sensing device and the 
majority is in use as dye lasers [3].  Fluorescent dyes are also essential for biological and 
medical applications. They are used in DNA sequencing, immunoassay, molecular beacon, 
hybridization assay, etc [4]. 
As mentioned above, the majority of the dyes are used as a laser medium. For us to have an 
overview of the research progress of doping organic dyes into a solid matrix for application 
in optical materials, let’s focus on the dye lasers.   
Dye lasers have been sources of coherent tunable radiation because of their unique opera-
tional flexibilities and fine-tune properties with emission from near ultraviolet to near in-
frared [5, 6].  While dyes have been demonstrated to lase in the solid, liquid or gas phases, 
liquid solution of dyes in suitable organic solvents have been the most frequently used la-
sers. This is because active medium can be obtained in high optical quality, the cooling can 
be achieved by a flow system, and the medium is self repairable to some extent [5].  
Liquid dye lasers have been used in various applications where tunable high power and 
high pulse energy beams are required, such as nonlinear optics, medicine, and industry [6]. 
These lasers rely on the flow of dye through a laser cavity to avoid thermal problems, as-
sociated with reduction in beam quality and efficiency from heating of the gain medium 
and degradation of the dyes.  
The self repairing ability of the dye medium in a liquid state is to an extent. High tempera-
ture as well as high local intensity of pumping light can have possibilities to degrade the 
dyes and eventually limit the life time of the laser. Because of these thermal and photode-
gradation, it is necessary for the dye solution to be changed periodically [7].  This solution 
often involves volatile solvent, which may be untidy, flammable, and can cause health haz-
ard [8].  
To overcome these problems and many more others related to environment, and cumber-
some system design for continuous circulation of dyes [9] which limits the portability of 
this laser, considerable amount of efforts have been made and are being made to fabricate 
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tunable solid state dye laser in which an organic dye is incorporated into suitable solid ma-
trices [7, 10, 11].  
A number of materials, including organic and inorganic polymers have been tried as solid 
hosts for laser dyes.  Organic polymers such as poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) [7], 
poly (acrylic acid) (PAA) [9], polycarbonate, polyvinyl alcohol [9] have been used as hosts 
for laser dyes. Furthermore, silica based inorganic polymers such as alumosilicates [3], la-
ponite clay [12], titania-silica, titania-ormosil, and silica-zirconia [3] materials   have been 
investigated.  
Polymers are attractive materials to be used as host because of their high optical homoge-
neity, good chemical compatibility with organic dyes, and the ease to modify their struc-
ture and chemical composition which allow introducing controlled changes to optimize 
their properties [13]. However, pure organic or polymeric solid state dye lasers suffer from 
thermal degradation under laser irradiation, which can shorten significantly their useful 
lifetimes [9].  
On the other hand, inorganic solid matrices can provide high photoluminescent materials, 
which not only improve laser performances such as quantum yield and efficiency, but also 
increase the thermal and photostability of the dyes [12, 14]. The rigid structures of the in-
organic matrices provide constrained environment to the dopant (dye) molecules and limits 
their internal degree of freedom. As a result of this, the internal conversion processes de-
crease and improve the fluorescence quantum yield, and consequently their laser efficiency 
[15].  Nevertheless, pure inorganic matrix also suffers from high processing temperature 
which may degrade the dye molecules during the synthesis. Or if the incorporation of the 
dyes may be done after preparing the template (host), by adsorption process or intercala-
tion chemistry, then the problem of inhomogeneous distribution of the dye molecules af-
fects the performances of the final products [12]. Therefore, there should be a compromise 
between the organic polymers and the inorganic solids to get properties from both of them 
in one host. 
 One celebrated way to improve the host materials without losing the benefits provided by 
organic polymer as well as inorganic solid is using both of them in one;  i.e. organic-
inorganic hybrid materials. In the organic-inorganic hybrid materials, the inorganic part 
ensures the rigidity of the network and may be dense enough to provide the necessary me-
chanical properties to obtain optical polishing and transparency properties [10, 14]. It may 
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also provide thermal resistance which is needed to achieve stable operations. The organic 
part on the other hand provides an environment favourable (for instance, hydrophobicity to 
repel residual polar solvents and protect the dye from chemical degradation) to the fluores-
cence emission of the encapsulated dye [10, 14]. Moreover, the sol-gel processing tech-
nique used for preparation of the organic inorganic host materials is also an elegant route 
which makes the incorporation or doping of organic dyes easier. In this processing route 
the dye does not suffer from high processing temperature as opposed to the processing of 
inorganic solid hosts.  
In this work, the doping of two organic dyes, rhodamine B and 6G, into an organic-
inorganic hybrid host material was preformed through sol-gel process. The structures of 
rhodamine 6G and B dyes are shown below in Figure 1 [3, 8]. The difference between 
these two dyes depends on the variation of substituents which are attached to the main xan-
thene structure. This difference in structure is responsible for the differences in the optical 
features of the two dyes which could be shifting, broadening, etc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                       Figure 1: Structures of rhodamine B and 6G [3]. 
 
The host material employed is composed of siliceous framework to which short poly 
(oxyethylene) (POE) (about nine oxyethylene (CH2CH2O) units) chains are covalently 
bonded through urea (-NH(C (=O) NH) linkages. Because of the double urea bridges, this 
hybrid material is known as di-ureasil hybrid material. The main aim of this thesis is to 
characterise the as-synthesised materials with the help of photoluminescence, absorption 
and x-ray powder diffraction techniques to explore their optical and structural properties.       
 
The rest of the work is presented as follows:  Chapter 2 is devoted to the discussion of hy-
brid materials. In this chapter topics such as historical development, advantages, applica-
tions, and classification of hybrid materials are considered and discussed. Chapter 3 pre-
sents the general background of sol-gel techniques. Sol-gel is an ideal synthesis route 
RB R6G 
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which is used to make the doping of organic dyes at a relatively low temperature such that 
the dye will not suffer from processing temperature which could lead to dye degradation.  
In this chapter, the general overview of sol-gel process, hydrolysis and condensation are 
considered and discussed. A brief introduction about amine functionalized hybrid materials 
was also included.   In Chapter 4 the theoretical background of the characterization tech-
niques used in this thesis are presented. The theoretical principles of absorption, photolu-
minescence, and x-ray diffraction processes are described.  The physical processes (de-
activation routes) such as: vibrational relaxation, internal conversion, intersystem crossing, 
fluorescence, and phosphorescence which follow after a molecule is excited to the higher 
energy level are discussed in detail using Jablonski diagram.  
In Chapter 5 the steps taken to synthesis the material under study is presented. In addition 
to this description about the measurement techniques are included.  The result and discus-
sion part of the work is presented in Chapter 6. Here, the absorption, PL, and XRD results 
are presented and discussed. Finally, in Chapter 7 concluding remarks and some future out 
looks of the work are given. 
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Chapter 2: Hybrid materials 
Hybrid materials are made by combing the often unrelated organic and inorganic materials. 
They come together with independent properties of their own and craft a material with 
completely different properties which are intended to be used for a pre-designed applica-
tion [16].  The properties they may show could be the resultant of the properties between 
the two original phases or a different property which has no relation with either of the 
phases [16, 17]. The organic-inorganic hybrid material is of course beyond a simple physi-
cal combination of organic and inorganic moieties. It ranges from simple mixture to a 
strongly bonded compound between host and guest constituents which affects the proper-
ties of the materials depending on the scale of interaction between them. As a result, the 
properties of hybrid materials could range from a simple sum of the properties of the two 
worlds to the completely different one. The interplay between the organic and inorganic 
components offers the possibility of designing materials to one's very demanding specifica-
tion. Besides, it makes possible to give the material with one or more specific functional-
ities where none existed earlier [18]. In the next few subsections we will consider the his-
torical development, advantages, applications and classifications of the hybrid materials.   
2. 1 Historical development of hybrid materials  
The art of combining materials of dissimilar properties to produce improved materials is 
not new; it goes way back to ancient construction materials like adobe [19].  
Adobe is a natural building material made from sand, clay and water, with some kind of 
fibrous or organic material (sticks, straw, dung), which is shaped into bricks using frames 
and dried in the sun. In this hybrid material the organic component (e.g. straw) is responsi-
ble for the mechanical properties of the clay. Adobe structures are extremely durable and 
account for some of the oldest extant buildings on the planet. Thus, it is as old as human 
civilization since the practice of combining the organic and inorganic moieties to create 
material with superior properties is started.  Nevertheless, as mentioned above the concept 
of hybrid materials goes way beyond simple mixture of the components. Of course, the 
concept of hybrid falls between mixture and compound. A compound is formed by a 
chemical reaction between the two components, where the properties of each of them are 
completely changed and a new material with new property is formed. And in mixture a 
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physical interaction between the components is involved. Figure 2 shows a photograph of 
adobe material shaped in the form of bricks which are ready for building. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
Figure 2: Adobe bricks ready for building [19b]. 
 
 Another example of an ancient man made hybrid material is the Maya blue colour that still        
maintains its bright colour since 8th century (see Figure 3) [16b, 17].  Besides the beautiful 
blue colour paint which is harmless to the environment, it shows resistance to acid, alkaline 
solvents, oxidants, reductors, temperature, and bio corrosion [19c]. The reason why the 
Maya blue colour kept its brightness through centuries has been a mystery for scientists 
until the discoveries of new and sophisticated characterization techniques such as HRTEM, 
SEM, XRD, EELS, etc [17,19c]. With the help of these techniques, the Maya blue was 
found to be a hybrid organic-inorganic material with molecules of natural blue indigo en-
capsulated within the channels of a clay mineral known as palygroskite.  It combines the 
colour of the organic pigment and the resistance of the inorganic host which show proper-
ties by far different from a simple mixture of the two [17]. 
 The Maya blue resembles more the modern concept of hybrid materials. This modern con-
cept of hybrid materials emerged recently with the research targeted to more sophisticated 
materials associated to development of composites and molecular materials where organic 
and inorganic components interact at molecular levels [19c, 20].   
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Figure 3: The Maya blue colour [17]. 
  
The earlier interest in the development of the hybrid materials was mainly focused on the 
design and improvement of polymeric materials with the emphasis of structural applica-
tions [21]. Various types of silicates, polysiloxanes, etc. modified with organic networks 
for improvement of mechanical properties were among the first hybrid materials investi-
gated [19c, 21].  However, the importances of hybrid materials are not limited to this tiny 
application and many recent efforts open new fields in magnetic hybrids, electronic hy-
brids, optical hybrids, etc [19c]. 
2.2 Advantages of Hybrid materials  
The possibility of combining organic and inorganic moieties in one material has numerous 
advantages. The first and most straight forward advantage is that the hybrid materials are 
creative [16, 17]. It is possible to combine the organic and inorganic phases in infinite 
ways and get a large number of materials. The properties of these materials could be within 
spectrum of known or unknown properties which are yet to be studied.  
The second advantage of hybrid materials is the fact that it is possible to produce a multi-
functionalized material. By doping organic inorganic hybrid materials with specific 
dopants for intended purposes, it is possible to functionalize a material.  These dopants 
could be either inorganic or organic. For instance, doping organic inorganic hybrids with 
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lanthanide elements and different kinds of organic dyes has long been researched [16, 22, 
23] and found applications in optics, electronics, displays, etc.  
Thirdly, the hybrid materials are relatively easy to process: Hybrid materials are synthe-
sised with a sol-gel route which is a relatively easy and cost effective synthesis method. 
Unlike solid sate inorganic materials which need high temperature treatment for their proc-
essing, hybrid materials show a more polymer-like handling, either because of the presence 
of organic components or because of formation of cross linked inorganic network from 
small molecular precursors just like polymerization reactions [16a].  Therefore, these mate-
rials can be shaped in any form in bulks and in films. With sol-gel synthesis route it is also 
possible to control the composition as well as the dimension of the constituents which 
helps to modify the properties of the hybrid materials. For instance, one can increase the 
hydrophobicity of materials by increasing the hydrophobic molecular components.  Like 
wise by controlling the dimensions of the building blocks, it is possible to avoid light scat-
tering in homogeneous hybrid materials and therefore increase optical transparency [16b].    
The other advantage which can be considered here is the formation of smart materials 
which are sensitive to changing environments. For instance, sensors, membranes, biohy-
brids, etc. are some smart materials where the advantage hybrid material is considered.   In 
organic-inorganic hybrids the desired function for smart materials can be derived from ei-
ther the organic or inorganic or from both components [16b].   .   
Moreover, the hybrid organic inorganic materials present an enormous amount of advan-
tage to facilitate both miniaturization and integration in electronics and optical communi-
cations [23]. 
2.3 Applications of Hybrid materials 
Even though the search of new materials in this field remains an endless task because of 
infinite number possibilities to design a material with a given property, the research on the 
organic inorganic hybrid materials has already gone beyond the academic interests of find-
ing new materials. The improved and unusual features of the hybrid materials open promis-
ing applications in many areas: optics, electronics, ionics, mechanics, energy, biology, bio-
technology, medicine, etc [21, 23].  
The possible applications  include:  smart membranes and  separation devices, functional 
smart coating, a new generation of photovoltaic and fuel cells, photo catalysts, smart mi-
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croelectronics, micro-optical and photonic components and systems for nanophotonics, 
innovative cosmetics, intelligent therapeutic vectors that combine targeting, imaging, ther-
apy and controlled release of active molecules, nanoceramic-polymer composites for 
automobile or packing industries, etc [23]. 
In particular, the application of hybrid materials for optical purposes such as integrated op-
tics, displays, and light emitting devices has been very well developed [16b, 23].  Doping 
the hybrid materials with optically active centres like lanthanides and organic molecules 
add enormous values to the hybrid materials and increase their optical performances [17, 
22, 24].  The incorporation of organic molecules, which is the focus of this work, into the 
organic-inorganic materials has played an important role in the development of optical sys-
tems. Luminescent solar concentrators, dye lasers, sensors, photochromic devices, non lin-
ear optical properties (NLO) and photovoltaic devices are some of the examples that can be 
considered [16b,17].  In this manner, the incorporation of organic dyes such as rhoda-
mines,  pyranines,  spyrooxazines, chromenes, diarylethenes, courmarins, NLO dyes, etc. 
into silica or aluminosilicate based matrices, giving transparent films or monoliths with 
good mechanical integrity and excellent optical quality as illustrated in Figure 4 have al-
ready been reported [17].  
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Figure 4: Hybrid organic inorganic materials doped with organic chromophores [17]. 
2.4 Types of hybrid materials 
The classification of hybrid materials is very subjective from author to author in the area. 
Some of the factors which authors consider to classify the hybrid materials are: the types of 
interaction forces between the organic and inorganic components, the major constituent 
used in the synthesis of the material, and the synthesis route used. In this section we will 
consider and discuss some common ways of classifying the hybrid materials.  
2.4.1 Hybrid materials by interaction forces: Class I & Class II 
Depending on the interaction forces between the organic and inorganic moieties hybrid 
materials are classified in two broad groups [16-19]:  class I and class II hybrid materials. 
Class I hybrid materials are materials in which the organic and inorganic components are 
mixed and only show weak interactions between them. The interactions could be van der 
Waals, hydrogen bonding or weak electrostatic interactions between the components which 
gives the cohesion to the whole structure [16-21].  Class II hybrid materials are those hy-
brid materials that exhibit strong chemical bonds between the two components. These in-
teractions could be strong covalent bonds, iono-covalent bonds or coordination bonds be-
tween the moieties [16-19, 23].  Because of the gradual change in the chemical interaction 
between the two components there is a steady transition between the two classes of the hy-
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brid materials, i.e. on the course of time class I hybrid may change to Class II.  An illustra-
tive scheme representing the different kinds of class I and Class II hybrids materials and 
the difference between them is shown in Figure 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Class I and Class II hybrid materials [16a]. 
 
2.4.2 Hybrid materials by major component of the hybrid 
The second classifying technique of the hybrid materials is depending on the variations of 
the major components of the hybrid materials [19a, 19c].  In this case, the hybrid materials 
are classified as Organic inorganic (OI), Inorganic organic (IO), and Nanocomposite.  The 
Organic inorganic (OI) hybrid materials refer to the hybrid materials which have organic 
component as major constituents. Inorganic organic (IO) hybrid is the case where the roles 
of organic and inorganic constituents are interchanged or the inorganic quantity is higher 
than the organic part. However, Nanocomposite is the case in which neither of the compo-
nents dominates but, both types of the components are dispersed at the nanometric scale.     
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2.4.3 Hybrid materials depending on their synthesis route 
The third classifying technique of the hybrid materials is depending on their synthesis 
methods. Accordingly, hybrid materials are classified as: intercalation compound, organic 
derivative of inorganic solids and sol-gel hybrid materials [16b].  
 
The intercalation compound refers to materials with guest molecule / atom inserted into the 
host system reversibly. For example, the insertion of organic dye (e.g. rhodamine 6G) into 
the interlayer of laponite clay is one among many possible hybrid materials in this class 
[12]. 
 The organic derivatives of inorganic solids are the class of hybrid materials where the or-
ganic groups are made to react with the inorganic groups on the surface of the later. An 
example of this class of hybrid materials is the grafting of organosilane on to the surface of 
inorganic clays [18]. 
 The sol-gel based hybrid material is the class of hybrid material which offers the largest 
scope of hybrid materials [16b]. Sol-gel is a soft chemistry synthesis technique used to fab-
ricate materials ranging from macroscopic to nano-scale with the “bottom up” approach 
synthesis route. It mostly starts from metal alkoxide precursor and forms a material by un-
dergoing two principal reactions:  hydrolysis and condensation reactions.  The next section 
of this work is devoted to the general overview of the sol-gel process: the reaction princi-
ples involved, catalysts necessary for the reaction, possible applications, etc. 
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Chapter 3: Sol-Gel process  
Sol- gel is a wet chemical, low temperature, synthesis technique which is used to fabricate 
solid bulks, thin films and particles. It is a widely used technique in materials science engi-
neering for fabrication of materials starting from a solution, sol, as a precursor and forming 
an integrated network, gel, of the material which could be either discrete particles or net-
work of polymers [8, 25].   Using this method it is possible to coat on glass, ceramics, 
metal, and other solid substrates.  Most importantly, its mild synthesis process opens new 
and easy ways to incorporate dopants such as organic dyes and /or metals which change 
the optical properties of the host, the dopant or both completely or modify to an extent [8, 
25].  
The use of this chemical route is well established. It relies on the versatility of silicon 
chemistry which bases on the remarkable stability of bonds between silicon-oxygen and 
silicon - carbon atoms.   Furthermore, the sol-gel process has the following significant ad-
vantages over the solid chemistry processing routes: 1) High reactivity, purity, and homo-
geneity of the precursors; 2) the possibility of controlling the micro and macro structure of 
the host matrices; 3) the presence of a siliceous network, which provides simultaneously 
good mechanical resistance, extraordinary thermal stability, and amorphous character; 4) 
the possibility of grafting organic groups to the inorganic backbone at low processing tem-
peratures; 5) possibility of preparing elastomeric transparent monoliths of variable thick-
ness [26].  
Materials for different specific applications such as optics, protective and porous films, op-
tical coating, window insulator, dielectric and electric coating, high temperature supercon-
ductors, reinforcement fibers, fillers and catalysts can be produced by using this mild proc-
essing technique [27a].  The sol-gel process undergoes two main reaction steps to end up 
giving the desired products. Below is a discussion about the general reaction mechanisms 
that sol-gel process undergoes.        
3.1 General description of sol-gel process 
The sol-gel process is based on two consecutive reactions known as hydrolysis and con-
densation reactions of the precursors. The starting materials (precursors) could be an inor-
ganic salt or metalorganic compounds [8, 25, 27]. The family of the latter compound, 
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namely, metal alkoxides are the widely used precursors in the sol-gel research. The most 
common metal alkoxide precursors are used to produce silicates, titania, germanates, alu-
mina, zirconia, tungstates, vanadates, and ormosils [8].  
Silicon alkoxide is a widely investigated precursor among metal alkoxides. They are gen-
erally represented as 4)(ORSi , where R is the alkyl group which could be represented by a 
general formula of 12 +xx HC  with x  signifying the number of carbon atoms in the com-
pound, and thus, OR is the alkoxy group.  
Some of the examples of organoalkoxysilane molecules which are used for silicate sol-gel 
process are: tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) 43 )(OCHSi , tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) 
( 432 )( CHOCHSi ), tetra-n-propoxysilane ( 4322 )( CHCHOCHnSi −  ; tetra-n-
butoxysilane 43222 )( CHCHCHOCHnSi − , etc [25]. Among these, TEOS is the most thor-
oughly studied silicon alkoxide. Therefore, one can use the TEOS as a model system to 
explain the general reaction principles in the sol-gel process.  One of the importances of 
metal alkoxides (e.g. TEOS) for sol-gel process is the fact that they readily react with wa-
ter. This reaction, known as hydrolysis process, occurs by the nucleophilic attack of the 
oxygen in water on the metal atom.  
3.1.1 Hydrolysis 
This is the initial stage of the sol-gel process. For the starting mixture which contains 
TEOS and water, the hydrolysis reaction has the following form:  
ROHORSiHOOHORSi
tionesterifica
Hydrolysis
+−
 ←
 →
+ 324 )()( ………………..  (1) 
If the TEOS undergoes complete hydrolysis, then the final product of the hydrolysis reac-
tion will be a solution of silanol group, 4)(OHSi  i.e.   
nROHOHnSiOnHORnSi
tionesterifica
hydrolysis
4)(4)( 424 +
 ←
 →
+  ………………..  (2) 
Any intermediate species such as 22 )()( OHSiOR , SiOHOR 3)(  and 3)()( OHSiOR  are con-
sidered as a result of the partial hydrolysis.  
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3.1.2 Condensation 
The second stage of sol-gel process is the condensation reaction of the hydrolysis products. 
Similar to the organic polycondensation reaction, monomers which are the output of hy-
drolysis stage react to form large polymers by liberating small molecules like water or al-
cohol [8, 25, 27].  The end product of hydrolysis, partial or complete, reaction of the TEOS 
is an unstable silanol species which are formed by replacing the alkoxy group (OR) with 
the hydroxyl group (OH). These silanols subsequently condensate and form a siloxane 
( −−−− SiOSi ) bond along with the small by-products.  If one considers two partially hy-
drolysed molecules, then the molecules link to each other and form siloxane bonds as in 
one of the following reactions:  
HOHORSiOSiORORSiHOOHSiOR hydrolysis
oncondensatiOH
+−−−−
 ←
 →
−−+−−
−
3333 )()()()(
2
 
….. (3) 
Or 
ROHORSiOSiORORSiHOORSiOR
alcoholsis
oncondensatialcohol
+−−−−
 ←
 →
−−+−− 33
_
33 )()()()(   
….. (4) 
The condensation process which gives OH 2  (eq.3) as an output is know as water conden-
sation whereas the one with alcohol (eq. 4) output is called alcohol condensation. If it hap-
pens that the condensation reaction proceeds only after the hydrolysis is complete, so that 
all the reactants are silanols, then the general form which describes polycondensation stage 
is given by: 
OnHSiOOHnSi n
ionOcondensatH
224 2)()( 2 + →    ………….. (5) 
The results of condensation reaction are the formation of dimers, linear or cyclic trimers, 
tetramers, rings, oligomers, and eventually 3D cross linked polymer networks leading to 
the formation of sol. A further condensation reaction links the sol particles and forms a wet 
gel [16a, 25].  This is the transition point from sol to gel and is known as gelation point. At 
this point the reaction is not over, but condensation proceeds until the final result is 
reached. This process is known as ageing. Next to ageing, drying step in which the further 
condensation reaction proceed follows. While drying, trapped volatile molecules (water, 
alcohol, etc.) are driven off and the network shrinks as further condensation occurs.  Dur-
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ing the process of drying cracking is the main problem. This is due to the large capillary 
force of the evaporating liquid through the porous structure leading to the cracking of the 
materials. Firing is the step which might follow depending on what kind of density the fi-
nal product must have. 
Equations 1, 3, and 4 which represent sequentially the hydrolysis and condensation reac-
tions together with the reverse processes such as esterification (eq.1), alcoholic and hydro-
lytic depolymerizations (eqs. 3 and 4) are the main reaction steps involved in sol-gel proc-
esses. As the final structure of the sol-gel product depends on these basic reactions, the im-
portant concern should be on controlling chemical and physical factors that affect the se-
quence of these reactions precisely. Reaction temperature and time, pH, reagent concentra-
tion, nature of catalyst and concentration,  the ratio of water to silicon atom,  ageing tem-
perature and time,  and drying are some of the well documented factors which affect the 
hydrolysis and condensation reaction in sol-gel process.  Most importantly, pH, type and 
concentration of catalyst, water to silicon atom ratio, and temperature have been identified 
as the crucial factors and therefore, need to be fine-tuned to control the final structure and 
properties of the sol-gel derived materials [21]. 
The hydrolysis reaction with water is a very slow process. As a result of this, subsequent 
condensation reaction which involves silanol groups to produce siloxane bonds begins be-
fore hydrolysis ends. This can be overcome using reaction conditions mentioned above 
such as pH, catalyst, and OH 2  to silicon ratio. In addition to this the immiscibility of 
alkoxide in water is also one of the factors which hinders the completion of the hydrolysis 
reaction fast. Usually solvents such as alcohol and acetone [8, 25] are used as a mutual sol-
vent, to homogenize the solution and facilitate the reaction. These solvents, however, can 
also interfere with the hydrolysis process and reverse reaction by the process of esterifica-
tion (eq.1) may occur.    
Hydrolysis reaction can be catalysed either by an acid via electrophilic mechanism or basic 
catalysts via nucleophilic mechanism. The reaction rate of hydrolysis is increased with the 
strength of the acid.  Besides, HCl, HNO3, KOH, NaOH are some of examples of the 
acidic and basic catalysts used in a hydrolysis process.   The hydrolysis reaction is also af-
fected by steric hindrance and decrease with the increase of the alkoxy group. Thus, the 
TEOS is less hydrolysed than TMOS [8, 25].    
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The type of the network structure formed in the sol-gel process depends on the number of 
bonds (functionalities) that the monomers can form in the reactions. Monomers with a sin-
gle functionality will only react with one molecule. Monomers with two functionalities re-
act with two other monomers and form a polymer of linear chain or ring type network. 
However, monomers with functionality greater than two can form cross links to form a 
three dimensional structure [25, 27b].  
The functionality or the number of reactive hydroxyl group of the TEOS monomer de-
pends on the amount of the hydrolysing molecules (e.g. OH 2  ). If as much molecule of wa-
ter as needed by the precursor is used in the hydrolysis process then a single molecule of 
silanol formed will have four functionalities. Thus, under this ideal condition the condensa-
tion process forms a 3D network of solid polymer. In TEOS the functionality of the 
monomer, sol, ranges from zero to four depending on whether there is no hydrolysis to the 
condition where there is complete hydrolysis. Thus the possible network that can be 
formed ranges from absence of the final results to the formation a three dimensional net-
work. For instance, for TMOS precursor, any of the following possible networks, as shown 
in the schematic diagram (Figure 6) [25], can be formed depending on the functionality of 
the sol.  Thus, the amount of water used in the reaction is one of the major factors affecting 
the final product in the sol-gel process [16a] for non-catalyzed reactions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: The possible networks of siloxane [25]. 
 
Similar with the hydrolysis, condensation can proceed withoutthe presence of catalyst; 
however, their use in the reaction is highly beneficial. For instance, polycondensation reac-
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tion can be catalysed by hydrofluoric acid, HF, since F- ion can replace the hydroxyl ion in 
the hydrolysis product, 4)(OHSi , and being more electronegative than the hydroxyl, they 
increase the attraction to other silanols leading to the siloxane bonds. Polycondensation can 
be catalysed by base as well.  The use of catalyst not only affects the reaction mechanism 
but also the microstructure of the final materials.  Applying acid catalyst to the reaction 
leads to the formation of an open network structure. Contrarily, the base catalysed reaction 
leads to the formation of a highly cross linked structure. Figure 7 [27a] shows the sche-
matic diagram representing the structures of acid and base catalysed final materials. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7:   Acid and base catalysed materials [27a]. 
After the reaction is complete to give sol, it can be used in different way to fabricate 
different materials.  It can be deposited on a substrate to form a thin film either by dip 
coating or spin coating, cast into a suitable mold with desired shape (to obtain monolithic 
ceramics, glass, fibers membranes, aerogels),  or used to synthesize powders with a 
spherical shapes. The diagram given in Figure 8 shows schematically the different possible 
routes through which sol can be used to fabricate different materials.    
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Figure 8: Possible products after sol is produced [27c]. 
 
3.2 Amine functionalized hybrid materials 
In recent years, the concept of hybrid is employed to a sol-gel derived amine functional-
ized organic-inorganic hybrid materials. These hybrid materials essentially involve four 
alkoxysilane precursors. These are 3-isocyanatopropyltriethoxysilane (ICPTES), 3-
glycidyloxypropyltriethoxysilane (GPTES), 3-glycidyloxypropyltriemethoxysilane 
(GPTMS), 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) [28]. Urea, urethane, and di-amide 
cross linked hybrids classed as di- ureasils, di-urethanesils, and di-amidosils are among the 
amine functionalized hybrid organic-inorganic materials [26, 28-32].  
These hybrid materials consist of siliceous skeleton to which oligopolyether chains of dif-
ferent lengths are covalently grafted by means of urea [26, 30, 31], urethane [28], and di-
amide [29].  The optical property of these hybrids has widely been studied and shown that 
they are characterized by broad emission spectra which give full colour (white emission). 
For instance, the diagrams shown below indicate a model structure of the hybrid material 
showing the siliceous clusters embedded in polymer matrices and the emission property of 
a di-ureasil hybrid material with white light seen in the inset of the figure [32]. 
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Figure 9: Siloxane clusters and polyoxyethylene units linked by urea brides- UREASIL (left diagram), the 
full colour emission of the di-ureasil hybrid (right diagram) [32]. 
 
In this work, the same di-ureasil hybrid material is used as a host for the organic dye. This 
di-ureasil hybrid material is one of the ranges of di-ureasil hybrid materials which is 
known for its optimized optical properties [26, 28, 31, 32].  The interaction between the 
organic dopants and the emitting centers of this di-ureasil changes the optical properties of 
both the host and guest moieties. As a result the main targets of this work are to figure out 
the change in optical behaviours of the di-ureasil and the dye by varying the concentration 
of the organic dyes and study the structural features of the material. In order to study these 
optical and structural properties of the materials we employ absorption, photolumines-
cence, and X-ray diffraction techniques. In the next section we will consider and discuss 
the theoretical principles of these characterisation techniques.     
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Chapter 4: Characterization of hybrid materials 
In relation with the versatility of the organic inorganic hybrid materials, there are various 
characterizing techniques which are used to analyse the chemical, physical and structural 
properties of hybrid materials.  Some of these techniques are: scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), optical microscopy, X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD), small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), photo-
luminescence (PL), absorption, thermal analysis (TGA and DSC), nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR), etc [16a, 33]. Among these techniques, we use XRD, absorption and photo-
luminescence characterization techniques to characterize the optical and structural proper-
ties of the organic dye doped into the hybrid materials. In this chapter we shall focus on 
discussing the theoretical background of these techniques.  
4.1 Absorption  
When an atom or a molecule absorbs energy, electrons are promoted from their ground 
state to an excited state. In molecules the atoms can rotate and vibrate with respect to each 
other. These vibrations and rotations have discrete energy levels, which can be considered 
as being packed on top of each electronic state [34, 35a]. The schematic diagram given in 
Figure 10 shows the arrangement of the energy levels of vibration, rotation and electronic 
states.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Energy levels of a molecule. 
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In absorption spectroscopy a photon must match the energy gap between the higher and 
lower energy levels to be absorbed. For instance, the excitation of outer electrons corre-
sponds to the absorption of UV or Visible radiation.  
The spectra from molecules are more complex than atomic spectra and convey richer in-
formation. The greater complexity arises from the more complicated structures of mole-
cules. The spectra of atoms are only due to their electronic transitions. In contrast, the 
spectra of molecules arise from electronic, vibrational and rotational transitions. These 
transitions are not independent of each other, and the complexity of the spectrum is en-
hanced by them. The energy associated with rotational transitions is usually less than vi-
brational transitions, and the energy associated with vibrational transitions is less than elec-
tronic transitions. Therefore, although it’s possible to observe pure rotational transitions 
without the interference from the others, a vibrational transition is accompanied by rota-
tional transitions, and electronic transitions are accompanied by both vibrational and rota-
tional transitions and are correspondingly more complicated [35a]. As a result of this, the 
spectrum of molecules contains superposition of the rotational and vibrational transitions 
on electronic transitions and gives a combination of overlapping lines. This appears as a 
continuous absorption band unlike discrete absorption lines in atomic spectra.   The inter-
pretation of the molecular spectra yields a great deal of information about the shapes and 
sizes of molecules, the strength and stiffness of their bonds, the association levels of mole-
cules, and other information that is needed to account for in a chemical reaction [34].  
There are three types of electronic transitions that may involve in an absorption process. 
These are transition which involves bonding (σ and  pi electrons) and non bonding (n-
electrons), transitions involving charge transfer electrons, and transitions involving d and f 
electrons [34, 35b].  The transitions involving charge transfer mostly occurs in an inor-
ganic species and they are called charge transfer complexes.   For a complex to show 
charge transfer property there should be two components with one of them having charge 
donating property and the other one charge accepting property.  The transition involving 
the d and f electrons play roles in the absorption processes of transition metals (d-electrons) 
and rare earth elements (Lanthanides and Actinides) (f-electrons). In organic molecules, 
absorbance depends on some functional groups (chromophores) that contain valance elec-
trons.  
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The possible electronic transition involves transitions between bonding or nonbonding 
states and anti-boding states [34, 35]. The schematic diagram given in Figure 11 shows the 
possible transitions between the bonding, nonbonding and anti-bonding states.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: The possible electronic transitions.  
 
Experimentally, the consequence of absorption is that the beam of light passing through an 
absorbing medium is attenuated. This attenuation of beam can be described quantitatively 
by the so-called Beer-Lambert law which is a linear relationship between an absorbance A, 
number density of an absorbing quantity, N and a path length, l.  Considering a diagram 
given in Figure 12 showing the general attenuation principles, one can write the Beer-
Lambert law as [35],  
lNlA αε ≡= ……….  (4.1) 
where A (dimensionless) is the measured absorbance, ε (cm2) is the absorption coefficient, 
N(cm-3) is the analyte particle density, l (cm) is the path length, and α (cm-1) is the attenua-
tion coefficient. Since experimental measurements are usually made in terms of transmit-
tance, T, which is defined as    
0I
IT = , …………………….. (4.2) 
where I is the intensity of the beam after it has passed through the sample and I0 is the in-
tensity before it enters the sample, absorbance can be written as 






=−= I
ITA 0ln)ln( .  ……………… (4.3) 
Combining equations (4.1) and (4.2) the intensity of the out going beam can be related to 
the incoming beam by a decay type equation as  
*σ  
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)exp())(exp()( 00 lINlII αλελ −=−= . ………… (4.4) 
Therefore, by measuring the intensities of beam before and after the sample it is possible to 
calculate the unknown parameters. However, for high concentration, Beer-Lambert law 
fells to work.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12:  schematic representation of absorbing molecules with incoming and outgoing beam of light. 
4.2. Photoluminescence processes 
Luminescence is the emission of light by a substance through any process other than ther-
mal or black body radiation [16a]. It occurs when a molecule or atom in the excited state 
returns to the fundamental state by giving its energy in the form of photon. Luminescence 
spectroscopy is a collective name given to three spectroscopic techniques which are very 
close to each other. These techniques are molecular fluorescence, molecular phosphores-
cence and chemiluminescence.  They differ from each other by the excitation sources 
which are used to excite the molecules from their ground state. The excitation source of the 
first two luminescence spectroscopy is light or photon. As a result of this, they together are 
called photoluminescence processes. However, the excitation source for the later lumines-
cence process is a chemical reaction which excites the electron to a higher energy level. 
  
The difference between fluorescence and phosphorescence lies on spin multiplicity of the 
electronic energy levels of the molecules.  In quantum mechanics, the molecular electronic 
energy levels are divided into two categories: the electronic singlet and triplet states.  In the 
electronic singlet state, the electrons in the molecules are spin paired. The resultant spin in 
the system is therefore zero (s=0) and restricts the possible values of the quantum number 
ms to be zero as well [35a, 36]. If, however, one set of the electron spin is unpaired then the 
l 
I I0 
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resultant spin becomes   where,  (= Js3410055.1 −×  ) represents the reduced Planks con-
stant.  Unlike the singlet state, the quantum number, ms, has three possible values; namely, 
-1, 0, and 1.  As a result of these differences, the spin state which corresponds to the total 
spin   is known as triplet state whereas the one that corresponds to the resultant spin of 0 
is called the singlet state.  Therefore, if the transition of the excited electron happens to be 
from the excited singlet state to the ground state then the process is known as fluorescence. 
However, if the transition is from the excited triplet state to the fundamental state then the 
process is known as phosphorescence [35a, 36]. They can also be identified by the time 
scale in which the processes may happen. In the fluorescence (10-8 sec) process, the emis-
sion of light ends soon after the excitation source is taken off. However, in phosphores-
cence (1ms-1sec or even more) it takes a while to decay to zero value after the source is 
removed [36].    
 Apart from these two processes, there are other energy release mechanisms by which a 
molecule excited to high energy levels returns to the fundamental state. Vibration relaxa-
tion, intersystem crossing, internal conversion, etc. are among the mechanisms.  To have a 
general picture of the possible physical processes that may happen following absorption by 
a molecule let’s consider the diagram shown in Figure 13.  This diagram is known as 
Jablonski diagram named after the Polish physicist, Aleksander Jablonski.  It is a conven-
ient diagram to visualize the possible physical processes involving photon absorption and 
de-activation of the absorbed energy.  
4.2.1 Fluorescence, Vibrational relaxation, and internal conversion 
Absorption of the photon by a molecule excites it from a vibrational level in the electronic 
ground state to any of the possible vibrational levels of excited electronic states depending 
on the absorbed photon. These excited states are usually the electronic singlet states (say 
S2). This is because of the selection rule which does not allow absorption which involves 
the change of spin state ( 0=∆s ) [35a]. The molecule at the higher vibrational level of the 
excited singlet state quickly returns back to the lowest vibrational level of the same state 
(S2). It does this by releasing its energy in the form of heat while colliding with the rest of 
the molecules. This process is known as vibrational relaxation (~10-12sec.) [36, 37].  After 
the molecule reaches the lowest vibrational states of the same singlet state (S2), it can do 
two things. The first one is that the molecule may release its energy in the form of photon 
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and returns back to one of the vibrational states of the electronic ground state (S0). This 
process is termed as fluorescence (~10-8sec.). The second possibility is that the molecule 
may release its energy non radiatively and makes transition from that lowest vibrtational 
level (of S2) to one of the vibrational levels of another excited singlet state (S1) or elec-
tronic ground singlet state (S0). This process is known as internal conversion (IC). If the 
transition is to one of the vibrational levels of the ground electronic singlet state, then the 
molecule relaxes vibrationally to the ground state.  However, if the transition is to one of 
the vibrational levels of another excited singlet state (S1), then the molecule makes transi-
tion to the lowest energy levels of this singlet states by vibrational relaxation. From this 
vibrational state fluorescence or internal conversion process may follow. The conversion of 
electronic energy to vibrational energy by internal conversion process is facilitated if the 
molecule is freely movable and allows the molecule to reorient itself in a way which aid 
internal transfer of energy.   
 
 
Figure 13: Jabloniski diagram [37]. 
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4.2.2 Phosphorescence and Intersystem crossing (ISC)  
So far the discussion was limited to the singlet-singlet electronic transitions. However, if 
the spin of the excited electron is inverted, then the molecule is said to be in a triplet ex-
cited state. Unlike the singlet state it is not possible to populate the triplet state directly 
from the ground state. Yet, there is an efficient mechanism by which the population of this 
state is effective; the intersystem crossing process (10-7-10-9sec) [36].  It involves non ra-
diative transition from a singlet state to a triplet state. The probability of this happening is 
increased if the vibrational levels of these two states overlap. This condition is known vi-
brational coupling between the singlet state and the triplet state.  
Once in a triplet state, the molecule undergoes the usual processes to return back to the vi-
brational levels of fundamental state.  A molecule in a higher vibrational level of the triplet 
state can lose its energy by collision, vibrational relaxation, and leaves it in the lowest vi-
brational level of the triplet state.  From this level it can return back to the ground state by 
a non radiative mechanism, internal conversion.  Apart from this, there is also a possibility 
of returning back to the ground state by emitting photon. This process is known as phos-
phorescence. The radiative life time of phosphorescence is large (seconds to hours) as 
compared to the fluorescence life time. 
In general, luminescence is the result of the competition of radiative and nonradiative 
pathways in the relaxation of an electronically excited molecule (entity).  Because of the 
non radiative de-activation routes, it is customary that the fluorescence occurs at lower en-
ergy (longer wavelengths) than the exciting or absorbed photon. This energy difference 
between the maximum of the absorption band and maximum of emission band is known as 
the Stokes shift [36]. It is usually expressed in terms of wavenumber. The schematic repre-
sentation of Stokes shift is indicated in Figure 14. The parameters shown in the figure, 
max
absλ and  maxemsλ  indicate the maxima of the absorption and emission bands.  Whereas,  absυ  
and  emsυ  indicate the wave number corresponding to the maximum absorbance and emis-
sion bands, and υ∆  represents the energy difference (Stokes shift).  
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Figure 14: schematic representation of Stokes shift. 
4.2.3 Fluorescence spectroscopy 
In experiment, fluorescence spectroscopy uses a continuum light (excitation) source. How-
ever, instead of irradiating the sample with all the wavelengths a monochromator is used to 
select a single exciting wavelength. This allows only a single excitation transition to occur, 
and minimizes the interference which arises from the scattering of other wavelengths while 
detecting the emitted wavelengths.  Selecting the wavelength with monochromator is per-
formed two times in the instrument of fluorescence spectroscopy. The first one is per-
formed by the monocromator just next to the excitation source. After the light interacts 
with the sample, the emitted wavelengths are also selected by a monochromator next to the 
sample cell. Technically, the first monochromator is known as excitation monochromator 
while the second one is named as emission monochromator. After exciting the sample with 
the wavelength selected by the excitation monochromator, the emission monochromator 
scans (usually starting 15-20 nm higher than the excitation wavelength) and records inten-
sity at each emitted wavelength. This spectrum is known as emission spectrum. The con-
verse of this process can also be performed and the spectrum is known as excitation spec-
trum.  In this case, the emission monochromator is monitored at a fixed wavelength and the 
excitation monochromator scans (usually 15-20 nm lower than the monitored emission 
wavelength) and records intensity at each exciting wavelength which are responsible for 
the monitored wavelength.  The luminescence spectra with a continuous excitation source 
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are known as steady state photoluminescence. However, it is also possible to measure the 
luminescence properties of a sample by using discrete light sources. This is known as time 
resolved photoluminescence. It involves a pulsed excitation source and requires spectral 
detection takes place after a certain time interval next to the excitation pulse. It is useful to 
study a dynamical evolution of processes after emission occur [16a].        
4.3 X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is one of the most powerful techniques for qualitative and quanti-
tative analysis of the crystalline materials. The information obtained include type and na-
ture of crystalline phases present, structural makeup of phases, degree of crystallinity and 
amount of amorphous content, micro strain, size and orientation of crystallites [33]. When 
a material is irradiated with a parallel beam of monochromatic X-rays, the atomic lattice of 
the sample acts as a three dimensional diffraction grating causing the X-ray beam to be dif-
fracted at specific angles. The diffraction pattern, that includes position (in angles) and in-
tensities of the diffracted beam, provides several types of information about the sample. 
The XRD beam diffracted from a material is in accordance with Bragg’s law [33] which is 
given by 
λθ md =)sin(2 ,………………… (4.5) 
where d is an interplanar spacing,  λ the X-ray wavelength, θ the Bragg’s angle, and m in-
dicates the order of diffraction.   
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Chapter 5: Experimental section 
In this section the description of the synthesis steps taken to prepare the sample is pre-
sented without going to the detailed chemistry of the process. In addition, the measurement 
techniques used in general and diagrammatical description of the photoluminescence in 
particular are presented.      
5.1 Synthesis 
Materials 
α, ω - Bis (2-aminopropyl) polypropylene glycol-block-polyethylene glycol-block-
polypropylene glycol (Fluka), commercially known as Jeffamine ED-600 with  average 
molecular weight of 600g/mol,  tetrahydrofuran (THF) P.A. (stabilized - Riedel-de Haen),  
3-isocyanatopropyltriethoxysilane (ICPTES, Aldrich 95%),  Ethyl alcohol absolute P.A. 
(Carlo Erba),   hydrochloric acid (HCl, ACS Reagent 37% - Sigma-Aldrich), rhodamine 
6G hydrochloride 95% (Sigma), rhodamine B hydrochloride 95% (Sigma). 
  
Step1: Preparation of di-ureapropyltriethoxysilane (d-UPTES) 
Jeffamine ED-600 and (3-isocyanatopropyl) triethoxysilane (ICPTES) were mixed in a tet-
rahydrofuran (THF) which is a common solvent for both ICPTES and Jeffamine. The mix-
ture was stirred by a magnetic stirrer rotating at 800rpm. The order of mixing these com-
pounds into a flask was done as shown diagrammatically in Figure 15A.  
To make the reaction complete, the flask containing the mixture was put in a silicon oil bath 
container which was kept on a hot plate at a temperature of 82 ºC (see Figure 15A). But, as 
the boiling point of THF is about 66 ºC the THF is found in vapour state at 82ºC used here. 
The flask of the mixture was then connected to a Graham type condenser which cools down 
the vapour form of THF and then returns it down to the reaction medium drop by drop. This 
process is called reflux.  
In the reaction, the isocyanate group of the alkoxysilane precursor (ICPTES) reacts with 
the terminal amine groups of a doubly functional diamine Jeffamine ED-600 to form a urea 
cross linked hybrid organic-inorganic precursor called di-ureapropyltriethoxysilane (d-
UPTES).   This reaction is an addition reaction which involves two molecules of ICPTES 
for each of Jeffamine molecules. The flask with the mixture of d-UPTES and THF pro-
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duced was rotated by rotary evaporator in a water bath heated at 50 ºC to allow extraction 
of THF under vacuum. The extraction process was continued until the solution became 
highly viscous.  The schematic representation showing the extraction process is shown in 
Figure 15B.  After extraction of THF, a transparent viscous liquid (d-UPTES) which is an 
organic/inorganic precursor for the formation of di-ureasils hybrid material was obtained.  
 
 
 
Figure 15: d-UPTES synthesis apparatus. A) Order of mixing components to produce d-UPTES. B) THF 
extraction. 
 
Step2: Doping of the dyes with the d-UPTES 
 
Keeping the d-UPTES under stirring condition, the powders of laser dyes, either Rhoda-
mine B or Rhodamine 6G salts mixed in an ethanol solvent were added to the d-UPTES 
solution. The Rhodamine concentrations were based on molar% of silicon atom in the d-
UPTES. In this way, the Rhodamines (B and 6G) concentrations equal to 0.008%, 0.1%, 
0.2%, 0.3%, 0.4%, 0.8% of silicon atom in d-UPTES were calculated and used for doping.   
After the dye of appropriate concentration was mixed with d-UPTES, the usual sol-gel 
processes, hydrolysis and condensation, were followed.  Moreover, as the Jeffamine is an 
amine functionalized polymer, it behaves as an organic base with pH around 9-10. This 
character of the Jeffamine guarantees the hydrolysis process possible without the supply of 
A B 
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water. To push the pH of the solutions to a more acidic region and make the gelation fast 
enough, HCl (2M) was used.  
Before gelation starts the solution was poured to a mold and kept at room temperature for 
48hours. This is the ageing stage.  Then the gel in the mold was put in an oven at 40ºC for 
48hours, 60ºC for 48hours and 70ºC for 12 hours sequentially to advance drying of the 
sample. These step by step putting of the gel in an oven at different temperature were to 
avoid cracking while the solvent was removed from the sample.  In this manner a solid or-
ganic-inorganic hybrid materials doped with rhodamine dyes of different concentrations 
were prepared.  The schematic representation showing the whole synthesis process of the 
sample is given on the next page: 
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Scheme1:  Schematic representation of the synthesis of the d-UPTES and doping of d-UPTES with dyes 
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5.2 Measurement techniques   
Absorption: 
The absorption spectra of both rhodamine B and 6G doped samples were measured by a 
double-beam spectrophotometer (model Jasco V-560) in diffuse reflectance method within 
a wavelength range between 250-850 nm.  
X-ray diffraction (XRD): 
Powder diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on a Philips X’pert MPD diffractometer, 
using Cu Kα radiation of wavelength 1.54Aº between 1º and 70º (2θ ). 
Photoluminescence Spectroscopy: 
The steady state photoluminescence (emission and excitation spectra) of the samples were 
obtained at temperatures of 12 K and 300 K and recorded by a double modular-grating ex-
citation spectrofluorimeter (with a linear dispersion of 2.1 nm/mm and 1200 grooves/mm) 
with a TRIAX 320 emission monochromator (with a linear dispersion of 2.64 nm/mm and 
600 grooves/mm) coupled to R928 Hamamatsu photomultiplier (Fluorolog-3, Jobin Yvon-
Spex). 
The spectrofluorimeter used to measure the steady state photoluminescence spectrum basi-
cally consists of elements shown in Figure 16; namely:  450 W Xenon lamp excitation 
source, excitation monochromator, sample holder, emission monochromator and detector 
(R928 Hamamatsu photomultiplier). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Schematic representation of the spectrofluorimeter layout.  
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Emission spectra were acquired by exciting the samples with the required energy and 
scanning the luminescence on the interval of interest with emission monochromator. Like-
wise, excitation spectra were recorded by monitoring emission wavelength fixed at a given 
value and then scan the luminescence with excitation monochromator on a given range to 
acquire luminescence intensity corresponding to the monitored wavelengths. The choices 
for excitation wavelengths to measure emission spectra and emission wavelengths to 
measure excitation spectra were dependent on the behaviour of the samples. The emission 
and excitation slits were set to 0.4 mm and 0.8 mm while recording excitation spectra and 
1.5 mm and 0.3 mm while recording emission spectra.  The increment in both excitation 
and emission was 0.5 nm.  For measurements at low temperature (12 K) the cooling of the 
sample was achieved under a liquid helium-closed cryostat.    
The time resolved emission spectra measurement (12 K) were acquired with the set up 
used for the steady state PL by changing the excitation source to a 150 W Xe - Hg flash 
lamp (6µs pulse at half width and 20-30 µs tail). The excitation wavelength was fixed at 
370 nm and the emission and excitation slit width were set to 2 mm and 1mm, respectively. 
In the measurement, an increment of 1nm, a sample window (acquisition time) of 5 ms, an 
initial delay (time between the end of the pulse and beginning of the measurement) be-
tween 0.05 ms and 100 ms, a total flash count of 100, and a total time per flash (depending 
on initial delay and sample window) between 41ms and 150 ms were used.  
In both steady state and TRES, the white light of the excitation sources pass through the 
excitation monochromator which consists of a grating and set of mirrors to allow disper-
sion of light into different wavelengths and select the appropriate one. The selected light 
which passes the excitation monochromator interacts with sample where it gets absorbed. 
After absorption the excited sample emit photons of different energies.  The emitted pho-
tons pass through the emission monochromator and get detected. The detected photons are 
converted to interpretable data and appear as spectrum on the computer.   
Absolute Emission Quantum yields: 
The absolute emission quantum yields were measured at room temperature using a quan-
tum yield measurement system C9920-02 from Hamamatsu with a 150 W Xenon lamp 
coupled to a monochromator for wavelength discrimination, an integrating sphere as sam-
ple chamber and a multi channel analyzer for signal detection. The method is accurate to 
within 10%. 
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Chapter 6: Results and discussions 
 
As indicated in section 5.1, a series of samples was prepared by doping the di-ureasil with 
either of the rhodamine dyes of different concentrations. Among them we considered the 
first two samples, with dilute (0.008%) and concentrated (0.1%), both from samples doped 
with rhodamine B and 6G to discuss the absorption, photoluminescence and x-ray diffrac-
tion results.  As our discussions are limited to samples with the concentration of the dyes 
mentioned here, the terms dilute and concentrated are reserved for samples doped with 
0.008% and 0.1% concentrations respectively.   
6.1 X-ray diffraction results 
The room temperature powder diffraction pattern for the di-ureasil hybrids doped with 
rhodamine 6G and B dyes with concentrations of 0.008% and 0.1% are shown in Figure 
17.  In both cases, a broad peak centred between 21.0º and 22.0º, a broad weak hump at 
~45º, a shoulder between 12º and 14º, and peak at small angle ~2.5º are clearly observed 
from the diffractograms. The XRD diffraction pattern for the undoped di-ureasil is also in-
cluded in the graph for comparison purpose (black line in the plots).    
The structural features of the di-ureasil under study and other similar hybrid materials have 
been broadly studied [26, 28, 29, 38]. According to the studies, peaks, shoulder and hump 
were observed and attributed to different structural features of the di-ureasil hybrid mate-
rial. The peak observed between 21º and 22º was attributed to the presence of amorphous 
siliceous domains. The broad weak hump observed between 40º- 45º was identified as the 
second order peak of the peak indicating the presence of the amorphous siliceous domain 
whose first order is peaked between 21º and 22º [26, 28, 38]. The shoulder between 12º 
and 14º was related to intra- siloxane domains in plane ordering [28]. Finally, the peak 
seen at the lower angle was attributed to the interparticle scattering interference of the sili-
ceous domain in a polymer rich medium [28]. The position of this peak depends on the 
molecular weight of the polymer and shifts to lower angle monotonically with increase of 
the polymer molecular weight [39, 40].   
Comparing the XRD diffraction patterns of the doped di-ureasil with the undoped one they 
show the same general behaviours. But, when the di-ureasil is doped with dyes, the peak at 
small angle is shifted more to the lower angular position as can be seen from the graphs.  
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This is due to the incorporation of the dye in the polymeric region of the di-ureasil which 
pushes the siliceous clusters apart.    
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Figure 17: XRD patterns of neat and doped di-ureasil hybrid materials. A) Neat and R6G doped di-ureasils. 
B) Neat and RB doped di-ureasils.  In both cases, the black, green and blue lines stand for the patterns of 
undoped di-ureasil, di-ureasil doped with 0.008% of RB or R6G, and di-ureasil doped with 0.1% of RB or 
R6G respectively.   
 
To make the comparisons quantitative, parameters such as the structural unit distance (d), 
coherent length (L) over which the structural unit survives, characteristic distance related 
to intra-siloxane domain in-plane ordering (dp), and average interparticle distance from the 
maximum peak position of the peak observed due to interparticle scattering (ds) have been 
calculated and tabulated in Table 1 for both the doped and un doped di-ureasils.  
Bragg’s equation (eq. 4.5) was used to calculate d, dp and ds.  Similarly, the coherent length 
was calculated by fitting the XRD patterns with pseudo-voigt functions and modified 
Scherrer equation [28]: 
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θ
λ
cosA
IL = ,…………… (6.1)  
where,  L is coherent length, A, in radians, is the integrated area of peaks and I is its inten-
sity.  In addition to the calculated lengths, the angles at which peaks and shoulders of the 
diffraction patterns observed are included in the table.  
 
Table 1:  Calculated interparticle scattering distances, structural unit distances, coherent lengths and the dif-
fraction angles of the XRD data.  
 
 
Parameters 
R6G doped 
di-ureasil 
(0.008%) 
R6G doped 
di-ureasil 
(0.1%) 
RB doped  
di-ureasil 
(0.008%) 
RB doped 
 di-ureasil 
(0.1%) 
undoped di-
ureasil  
2θ (º)   
(amorphous siliceous domain) 
 
21.07 
 
21.23 
 
21.63 
 
21.38 
 
21.53 
d (Å) 4.21 4.18 4.10 4.15 4.12  
L (Å) 10.75 10.44 10.26 10.36 10.32 
2θ (º)                  
(2nd   order peak position   of 
amorphous siliceous domain) 
 
40 - 45 
 
40-45 
 
40 - 45 
 
40 - 45 
 
40 - 45 
2θ (º) (shoulder)   
 
12-14 12-14 12-14 12-14 12-14 
dp (Å) 7.00±0.50 7.00±0.50 7.00±0.50 7.00±0.50 7.00 ± 0.50 
2θ (º) small angle peak  
 
2.38 - 2.53 
 
2.38 - 2.53 
 
2.38 - 2.58 
 
2.38 - 2.53 
 
3 - 4 
ds (Å) 35.94±1.00 35.94±1.00 35.58±1.00 35.94±1.00 25.21 ± 2.00 
 
 
As can be seen from the graphs and the results in the Table, there are no significant differ-
ences between the XRD results of the pure di-ureasil hybrid material [28] and the doped 
ones. The calculated distances and the 2θ position of the peaks are showing the structural 
characteristic of the neat di-ureasil hybrid material [26, 28]. Therefore, the presence of the-
dye in the di-ureasil does not significantly interfere with the structure of the di-ureasil.  
However, when the dye is doped to the di-ureasil, the small angle peak is shifted by about 
0.5º-1.5º in position compared with the diffraction patterns of the undoped di-ureasil (see 
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Table 1) [28]. As a result, the distance between the siliceous clusters of the di-ureasil in-
creased by about 10Å.  This indicates the incorporation of the dye into the organic region 
of the hybrid material as mentioned above. The incorporation of the dye into the organic 
domain of the di-ureasil changes the conformation of the polymer chains between the sili-
ceous clusters and eventually increases the distance between them [39, 40].  Yet, the prob-
ability that the dye molecules occupy a place in the siliceous domain of the di-ureasil can-
not be ruled out.  This can be proved from the decrease in the relative intensity of diffrac-
tion peaks attributed to the amorphous siliceous domains of the doped di-ureasil as com-
pared to the neat one. Furthermore, for the R6G doped di-ureasil, the decrease in the dif-
fraction intensity is observed with the increase in the concentration of the dye. This sup-
ports the argument that the dye may also be incorporated into the inorganic domain of the 
di-ureasil.   
6.2 Absorption spectroscopy   
The visible absorption spectra measurements were made in diffuse reflectance mode and 
are given in Figure 18 for samples doped with both the rhodamine 6G and B dyes. The dif-
fuse reflectance data were converted to the absorbance by using Kubelka-Munk equation 
[41]. It relates the ratio of absorption coefficient to the scattering coefficient and the reflec-
tance as  
R
R
S
K
2
)1( 2−
= , ………………. (6.2) 
where K and S are absorption and scattering coefficients with dimension of (distance)-1  
and R represents the reflectance.  The plot is therefore given as the variation between the 
ratio of the two coefficients with respect to wavelength for both rhodamine dyes doped to 
the di-ureasil hybrid material.   
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Figure 18: Absorbance (K/S) spectra of the rhodamine dyes doped to di-ureasil hybrid material. A) R6G 
doped hybrid.  B) RB doped hybrid. Black and blue lines show 0.008% and 0.1% concentrations in both 
cases. 
 
The absorbance spectra of samples doped with rhodamine 6G is shown in Figure 18A.  The 
maximum absorption peak for the sample doped with dilute R6G is shown at 526 nm. 
However, when the concentration of the dye increases from 0.008% to 0.1% the absorption 
spectrum shows a shift in peak position to the higher wavelength which is observed at 564 
nm and the band is also broader than the dilute R6G doped sample.  Similarly, the absorp-
tion spectra of the samples doped with rhodamine B, given in Figure 18 B, show maximum 
absorption peaks at 548 nm and 572 nm for dilute and concentrated samples respectively.      
 In both cases, when the concentration of the dyes increases there are shifts in the peak po-
sition of the absorbance and the broadening of the band. These shifts in peak positions of 
the absorbance and broadening of bands are due to the formation of different types of dye 
aggregates with the increase in the concentration of the dyes [5, 12].  
In general, when the concentration of a light absorbing unit increases, spectroscopic char-
acteristics such as absorbance, emission and excitation spectra of a given material are 
changed.  This is due to different types of associations (aggregates) formed between the 
light absorbing units. The change in the spectral properties could be splitting of bands and 
shift in the spectral positions as observed in the absorbance spectra above.  
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Exciton theory [12, 42], a quantum molecular theory based on the dipole-dipole interac-
tions of monomeric units in the aggregates is a frequently used model to interpret these 
spectral changes. It predicts different electronic energy diagram and photophysical behav-
iours of dimers depending on the geometric distribution of the monomer units in the aggre-
gates.   
For moderate concentration, the first stage of dye aggregation is the formation of dimers. 
However, with increasing the concentration further, the aggregation may include trimers, 
and higher order aggregates as well.  According to the model, the expression showing the 
explicit dependence of the dimers electronic energy level on the geometric parameters is 
given by  
( )θαθαξ 23
2
cos3cos),,( −=
r
M
r ………….. (6. 3) 
Here, M represents the magnitude of transition dipole moment of the monomer; r repre-
sents centre to centre distance of the monomers, α represents an angle between transition 
dipole moment axes of the monomers, θ represents the angle made by transition dipole 
moment of the unit molecule with the line joining the centres of the monomers, and ξ  
represents the exciton splitting energy.  
With this in mind, let’s considering some specific geometrical arrangements that form 
dimers as shown schematically in Figure 19 and discuss the possible energy levels formed 
as a result of dimerization and their corresponding spectroscopic effects. In the course of 
the discussion oval shapes are used to represent molecules and the double arrows in the 
ovals are used to represent the transition dipole moments as indicated in Figure 19.  
 
Parallel transition dipoles 
 
This arrangement is some times called as perfect sandwich dimers (H-dimers, see ar-
rangement A in figure 19) [12, 42-45]. In this arrangement the transition dipole moments 
of the monomeric units are aligned in parallel plane resulting in the angle between the di-
pole moments of the monomeric units, º0=α ,  and the angle between the dipole moments 
and the line joining the centres of the monomers, º90=θ .  With this values inserted into 
equation (6.3), one can determine the exciton splitting energy and thus the energy level of 
the dimers. As the resultant oscillator strength is 2f (assuming f as the oscillator strength of 
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a monomer) for the higher energy state and 0 for the lower one, the allowed spectroscopic 
transition is only possible from ground state to the higher excited state [12, 42]. Thus, the 
absorption spectrum of the dimer is observed at higher energy (blue shift) compared with 
the monomers absorption.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19: Exciton band energy diagram for molecular dimers. 
 
 In line transition dipoles 
 
This is a head to tail arrangement between the monomeric units (see arrangement B in fig-
ure 19). Both the angles between the transition dipole moments of the monomers and the 
angle between the dipole moments and the line connecting the centres of the monomers are 
0. In this arrangement the only allowed spectroscopic transition is the transition from the 
ground state to the lower excited state. This follows from the zero and 2f resultant oscilla-
tor strength in the higher and lower excited states respectively. As a result, the absorption 
spectrum observed should be shifted to the higher wavelength region compared to the 
monomer spectrum (red shift). This type of dimer is known as J-dimer.  
The parallel and head to tail arrangements of molecules discussed above are ideal cases; 
because angles (θ and α) of aggregating molecules can take any value.  Obviously, the fi-
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nal geometry of the dimer is due to the interaction between the dipoles and steric hindrance 
between monomers in aggregates [12a]. 
 
Oblique transition dipoles 
In this arrangement, the two angles can assume any value, but satisfy the º1802 =+ θα  
condition (see arrangement D in figure 19). The resultant oscillator strength in both of the 
split excited states are non zero. As a result of this both the transitions from ground state to 
excited states are possible. The final effect on the absorption band as compared to the 
monomeric band is band splitting.  
 
Co- planar inclined transition dipoles 
 
In this geometry the angle between the transition dipole moments is 0º while the angle be-
tween the transition dipole moments and the line joining the centers can take any value be-
tween 0º and 90º (see arrangement C in figure 19). Thus, this arrangement includes both 
the parallel and in-line transition moment arrangements when the angle θ assumes extreme 
values. At the angle º7.54=θ  the exciton splitting energy is zero, i.e., the dipole-dipole 
interactions is zero for this orientation of transition dipole moments of the molecules, irre-
spective of intermolecular distance [42-45]. Along with this, dimers with º7.54<θ , J-
dimers, are know as fluorescent while dimers with º7.54>θ , H-dimers, are non fluores-
cent dimers [12, 42].  
Employing this discussion to our case, the shift in the absorbance peak positions of sam-
ples doped with either of the rhodamine dyes with the increase in concentration is due to 
the formation of the dimers and higher order aggregates [46]. As the shift observed with 
the increase in concentration is to the higher wavelength regions, the dimers formed are the 
J-dimers even though other possibilities can not be ignored. Further spectroscopic analyses 
of the aggregate formation of the dyes follow under the topic of PL spectroscopy in the 
next section. 
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6.3 Photoluminescence spectroscopy 
In this section, the photoluminescence results for di-ureasil hybrid material doped with 
rhodamine 6G and B are presented and discussed. 
6.3.1 Rhodamine B doped hybrid materials 
 
6.3.1.1 Emission spectra of dilute rhodamine B doped hybrid material  
 Figure 20 A and B show the emission spectra of the dilute rhodamine B doped di-ureasil 
hybrid material acquired at 12 K and 300 K respectively. The spectra are taken by exciting 
the sample with different excitation wavelengths as shown in Figure 20.  Moreover, the 
spectra are height normalized to ease the visualization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20: Emission spectra of the di-ureasil hybrid material doped with dilute RB acquired at A) 12 K.  B) 
300 K. The black, red, green, blue, cyan, and magenta lines show excitation wavelengths of 345 nm, 370 nm, 
393 nm, 415 nm, 511 nm, and 537 nm respectively. 
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The emission spectra for both temperatures show that there are two emission bands which 
are clearly observed in the ranges between 360-530 nm and 530-700 nm.   
The band observed in a high energy range shows a broad emission band emitting from the 
purplish-blue–green. The origin of the emission in this range comes from the di-ureasil hy-
brid material [26, 28, 47]. These emission spectra are characterized by the presence of 
bands arising from the processes occurring in both inorganic and organic domains of the 
di-ureasil hybrid. Radiative recombination occurring within the nanometric sized siliceous 
domain associated with oxygen related defects [47] ensures the presence of the purplish-
blue band. On the other hand, the emission arising from the urea bridge, NH, gives the 
relatively broad blue-green band [26, 32, 39, 47].  
The emission peak positions of the host material are seen to shift to the lower energy value 
with increasing excitation wavelength from 345-415 nm. This is a typical characteristic 
feature of the urea cross linked hybrid material. The reason why this shift occurred with the 
increase in the excitation wavelength can be argued using a concept called ‘thermalization 
gap’ (E0) [26, 31]. This is an energy which gives demarcation to whether there is an energy 
shift or not. As such, if charge carriers (electrons or holes) are exited with excitation en-
ergy greater than the ‘thermalization gap’ then they relax to the same energy level before 
recombination. Thus, there is no shift in the peak position of the emission spectra. How-
ever, when the exciting photon is below this energy value (i.e. the excitation wavelength 
increases), the carriers are excited to the electronic states with energy below E0. These 
states are known as localized band tail states. Thus, carriers excited to these states recom-
bine radiatively and the emitted photon will be a low energy photon, which ultimately 
shows the red shift in peaks.  
The emission band which appeared to the lower energy range (1.77 eV- 2.34 eV) is origi-
nated from guest molecules, rhodamine B dyes. The peaks of these bands (for different ex-
citation wavelengths) do not significantly shift with the excitation wavelengths and their 
maximum is centred around 577 nm. Besides this, the emission band observed here does 
not show a Gaussian profile. This signifies that there are more than one emitting compo-
nents with different fluorescence efficiency contributing to the observed emission band. 
The presence of these emitting components can be seen from the shoulders which appeared 
in the wavelength ranges of 600-625 nm and 630-675 nm in the emission bands of the 
spectra taken at room temperature (Figure 20 B). These shoulders are clearly observed in 
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the emission band acquired at low temperature (12 K), which grow to a relatively observ-
able band (Figure 20 A). To quantify the energy of these emitting components, a fitting 
was performed on the emission spectrum which was recorded by exciting the sample at 
511 nm (2.43 eV) (see Figure 21). The selection of this spectrum is due to the fact that the 
emission band from the host does not appear as a result of the emission monochromator 
scanning the range of wavelength where the emission from host does not exist.  
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Figure 21:  Curve fitting on emission spectra of di-ureasil doped with dilute RB dye excited at 511 nm. A) 
Emission at 12 K.  B) Emission at 300 K. In both cases, the black lines stand for original emission, red, 
green, and blue lines stand for Gaussian fittings and magenta stands for the envelop.     
 
The fit was performed on both the spectrum at low and room temperatures. First, the spec-
trum at low temperature was fitted to three Gaussian curves by selecting the main peak and 
peaks of the clearly observed shoulders (Figure 21A). Then, the same peak positions fixed 
for spectrum at low temperature were used to fit the spectrum at room temperature to three 
Gaussian curves (Figure 21 B).  The existence of more than one emitting components can 
be attributed to the presence of different types of aggregates formed at different geometries 
as discussed in the absorbance result [12b]. 
Comparing the  intensities of the spectra with respect to measurement temperatures, the 
spectra measured at low temperature are very intense than the spectra acquired at room 
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temperature. Figure 22 shows the spectra of the dilute rhodamine B doped hybrid material 
by exciting the sample at different wavelengths for 12 K and 300 K temperature values. As 
can be seen from the figure, for each  exciting wavelength used, the intensity of the 
spectrum measured at low temperature is higher than the intesnity of the spectrum mesured 
at room temperature.  
This difference in intensity due to the temperature is from the fact that the temperature of 
the system is the root cause for  molecular vibration. At high temperature, molecules  can 
tumble around randomly. With the temperature of the system decreasing the random 
molecular motion, and collision decreases but the molecule never be  at rest. This process 
has  siginificant effect on the emission intensity of a material. When the temperature of the 
system increses, the random motion of molecules increase and nonradiative de-activation 
mechanisms such as vibrational relaxation,  internal conversion, and intersystem crossing 
will be highly competitive. Thus, the intensity of emitted radiation is low. However, when 
the temperature of the system decreases, the fluorescence is more dominant over the other 
non radiative de-activation processes and the intensity becomes higher.    
The other intersting effect observed here is that for either of the temperatures, the relative 
intensity of the emission from rhodamine dye increases with increasing the excitation 
wavelengths from 345 nm to 511 nm. This is related to the fact that the more a molecule 
absorbs the more the emission will be. In this case, the wavelengths from 345-415 nm are 
selected from the excitation band of the hybrid material (see Figure 24 below). Thus, the 
emission of the dye is due to the energy transfer from the host to the dye. However, the 511 
nm wavelength selceted from the absorption region of the dye and this leads to higher 
emission intensity than the other wavelengths.  
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Figure 22: Emission spectra of dilute RB doped sample for different excitation wavelengths: The black, red, 
green and blue lines stand for emission at excitation wavelengths of 345 nm, 370 nm, 415 nm, and 511 nm 
and the solid and broken lines stand for emission at 300 K and 12 K respectively.    
 
6.3.1.2 Time resolved emission spectra (TRES) of a dilute RB doped di-ureasil hybrid ma-
terial 
The time resolved emission spectra at low temperature (12 K) for the dilute rhodamine B 
doped sample at different delay times (0.05 ms-100 ms) and sample window of 5.0 ms is 
shown in Figure 23. For the emission band from the host, there is a decrease in the inten-
sity of the peak at the lower wavelength region (around 425 nm) with the increase in the 
initial delay time. However, the emission at the higher wavelength region centred around 
500 nm exists even after longer initial delay times.  The TRES for the host emission region 
show the co-existence of the purplish-blue and blue-green bands and the fact that the re-
combination processes of holes and electrons responsible for the respective emission bands 
of the di-ureasil happen at different life times [26]. The fast decrease of the intensity at 425 
nm with the increase in delay times shows that the siliceous emitting centers are short liv-
ing components. Similarly, the band shown on the higher wavelength region is the TRES 
of the dye emission band.  With the delay time increasing the shape of the spectrum is pre-
served (see the inset in the figure), showing that the emitting centers for the main band and 
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shoulders have lifetimes comparable with the longer wavelength (500 nm) emitting center 
of the di-ureasil hybrid material.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23: Time resolved emission spectra for the dilute RB doped sample excited at 370 nm for a sample 
window of 5.0 ms at 12 K.  The black, red, green and blue lines show delay times of 0.05 ms, 5.0 ms, 20 ms, 
and 100 ms respectively.    
 
6.3.1.3 Excitation spectra of dilute rhodamine B doped hybrid material 
The excitation spectra of the dilute rhodamine B doped sample acquired at 12 K and 300 K  
temperatures are shown in Figure 24 A and B respectively. The spectra were taken by 
monitoring the emission wavelengths selected from the two respective emission bands; the 
dye and host emission bands. As such, one can see the excitation spectra by dividing into 
two categories: excitation spectra whose monitored wavelengths are from the host emis-
sion band and dye emission band. The spectra acquired by monitoring the emission wave-
lengths from the host emission band (410-475 nm for low temperature (Figure 24 A) and 
410-440 nm for room temperature (Figure 24 B)) are shown in the lower wavelength re-
gion.  
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Figure 24:  Excitation spectra of di-ureasil doped with dilute RB for different monitored emission wave-
lengths ( emλ ).  A) at 12 K.  B) at 300 K. The arrows are indicating shoulders. 
 
The spectra recorded at room temperature by monitoring the emission wavelengths at 410, 
425, and 440 nm show a large broad band between 280 and 425 nm. Two peaks centred 
around 300 nm and between 360 nm and 375 nm are clearly seen. When the monitored 
wavelength increases, the peak positions between 360 and 375 nm are red shifted. More-
over, with the increase in monitored wavelength the broadening of the excitation band is 
also observed. As such, the full width at half maximum (fwhm) show increment from 
51.66 nm to 53.95 nm when the excitation wavelength increases from 410 to 440 nm.  The 
red shift in the peaks and broadening of the band are characteristics of the di-ureasil hybrid 
materials [26, 30, 47, 48].  
When the temperature decreases from 300 K to 12 K, the peak at 300 nm is observed rela-
tively intense and does not shift with the increase in the monitored emission wavelengths. 
The main excitation band peaked between 360 and 375 nm is shown to be broader than the 
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one at the room temperature and the peak position shift with the increase in the monitored 
emission wavelength. Moreover, there are shoulders (indicated by arrows) observed both 
to the left and right sides of the principal excitation peaks. This can be clearly seen by 
comparing the excitation spectra of the low and room temperatures monitored at the same 
wavelength (Figure 25 A). Since the monitored wavelengths are selected from the pur-
plish-blue emission band of the di-ureasil, in both cases, the observed excitation peak in 
between 360 nm and 375 nm is exactly in the energy range which is attributed to excite the 
inorganic domain of the di-ureasil [26, 32].   
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Figure 25: Excitation spectra of di-ureasil doped with dilute RB monitored at emission wavelength A) 440 
nm and B) 595 nm. The blue and black lines show the spectra at 12 K and 300 K respectively.  
 
The excitation spectra by monitoring the emission wavelength from the emission band of 
the dye (595-630 nm for low temperature (Figure 24 A) and 562-595 nm for room tem-
perature (Figure 24 B)) are shown by the spectra extending from the lower to the higher 
wavelength regions.  They show typical excitation spectra of rhodamine B, which looks 
like absorption spectra of rhodamine B in an ethanol solution [49].  
As can be seen from the spectra, there is a broad band observed in the lower wavelength 
regions (in the excitation bands of the host). This is a region in which the dye does not ab-
sorb much. Thus, the appearance of the broad band in this range indicates the presence of 
transfer of energy from the host to the dye molecules.  
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The visible region (for wavelength greater than 400 nm) excitation spectra at room tem-
perature show broad band with shoulders shown around 504 nm and main peaks ranging 
between 537-548 nm as monitored wavelength increase from 562 to 595 nm (Figure 24 B). 
In addition to this, the shoulders become intense and the spectra become broader with the 
monitored wavelength increasing. This shift of the excitation peak with the increase in 
monitored wavelength might be due to the large number of dimers whose electronic energy 
levels lie within the lower energy values. These kind of dimers are known as J-dimers and 
they are characterized by absorbing low energy photons when compared to pure monomers 
as discussed in section 6.2 [5, 12a, 42]. Indeed the excitation spectra reveal only the pres-
ence of J-dimers as the excitation spectra of the non-fluorescent dimers are zero.     
On the other hand, when the temperature decreases to the low temperature value, 12 K, the 
broad band observed in the room temperature is split into two peaks with the clearly ob-
served shoulders. An apparent difference in the excitation spectra at low and room tem-
peratures for a detection wavelength monitored from the emission band of the dye, 595 nm, 
is shown in Figure 24 B. As can be seen from Figure 24 B, the spectrum taken at room 
temperature is peaked at 543.5 nm while the spectrum taken at low temperature has two 
peaks centred around 533.5 nm and 566 nm. This split of the band at low temperature is an 
indication of the formation of fluorescent dimers adopting an oblique configuration [42, 
44, 50-52] as described in the schematic representation (scheme D) of Figure 19.   
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6.3.1.4 Emission spectra of concentrated rhodamine B doped hybrid material 
The emission spectra for a concentrated rhodamine B doped sample acquired at room tem-
perature are shown in Figure 26. As in the dilute sample, different excitation wavelengths 
were used to excite the sample and the vertical axis was normalized to easily compare the 
peaks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26: Emission spectra of di-ureasil doped with concentrated RB dye. A) Emission.  
B) Amplified emission from the suppressed emission of the host by plotting the data between 350-520 nm. 
The black, red, green, blue, cyan, and magenta lines show excitation wavelengths of 340 nm, 350 nm, 365 
nm, 375 nm, 400 nm, and 420 nm respectively.   
 
With the increase in the concentration of dye from 0.008% to 0.1%, there is a dramatic 
change observed on the emission spectra of the material as shown in Figure 26 A. The 
emission band from the di-ureasil hybrid, which was observed in the lower wavelength re-
gion for less concentrated sample, is severely suppressed. However, an emission band of 
very low intensity is still present. Amplifying (by plotting the emission data over a lower 
wavelength region) the emission in this region verifies the presence of bands whose 
maxima lie between 440 nm and 460 nm with red shift while increasing the excitation 
wavelength (see Figure 26 B). This band corresponds to the purplish-blue emission band 
whose origin is from the recombination process within the nanometeric sized inorganic (si-
liceous) domain of the di-ureasil hybrid material. Nevertheless, the emission from the or-
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ganic bridge, blue-green emission band, is highly suppressed with the increase in concen-
tration of an organic dye.  
This disappearance of emission band of the host from where it would have excited was 
previously reported for another dye doped in a similar host [53]. According to the report, 
safranine-O dye was doped to a polysilsesquioxane host which contains urea cross linking 
groups. The difference between this host and the one in the current study is only the use of 
BSA (4, 4´-[1, 3 phenylenebis-(1-methylethylidene)] bis (aniline)) instead of Jeffamine 
polymer. And it has clearly shown that doping the di-ureasil hybrid with safranine-O dye 
suppresses the emission band from the host material, except the one from the purplish-blue 
region. 
This severe decease in the emission intensity from the host has been attributed to the en-
ergy transfer from the host to the dye.  The important process involved in the energy trans-
fer mechanism is that there is a radiative energy transfer, where one of the two components 
in interaction with each other, donor (host), absorbs energy and transfers to the second one, 
accepter (dye molecule), partially or totally. Therefore, the energy transfer from the donor 
to the accepter exhibits a reduction in the emission of the donor in the excited state and fa-
cilitates the emission of the accepter in the excited state [36, 54].  
In general, the absorption and energy transfer process follows the following reaction type 
scheme:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The presence of the energy transfer between the host and dye can be shown by an overlap 
of the emission band of the host and the excitation band of the dye [36]. Figure 27  shows 
the plot of the excitation and emission spectra of the dilute rhodamine B doped sample. 
The overlap of these two spectra signifies the presence of the energy transfer when the 
concentration of the dye is even less as pointed out above.   
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Figure 27:  Emission and excitation spectra of sample doped with dilute RB dye. Emission was acquired by 
exciting wavelength of 370 nm, and excitation spectrum was taken by monitoring the emission at 595 nm. 
 
As mentioned above another indication for the energy transfer can be the decrease in the 
emission intensity of the donor (di-ureasil hybrid).  In this case, when concentration of the 
doped dye increases the relative emission intensity from the host decreases (see Figure 26 
A).  This means that with the increase in the concentration of the dye, the emitting centres 
of the hybrid material find the dye molecules very near to them and make the energy trans-
fer easily. This is due to the fact that the more the accepter moieties are closer to the donor, 
the easier the energy transfer will be. Similarly, R.S. Ferreira et al. [55] has shown that the 
dependence of the energy transfer efficiency of the di-ureasil hybrids containing 16 and 40 
oxyethylene repeat units on the concentration of dopant; namely the Nd3+ ion.  Here, it was 
concluded that when the concentration of the lanthanide ion increases, there are high num-
ber of ions located near to the hybrid emitting centres and thus increases the energy trans-
fer probability.   
The important point we need to stress here is the highly suppressed blue-green emission 
band of the host material as compared to the purplish-blue region (Figure 26 B). This 
shows that the blue-green emitting centres, the organic domains, strongly transferred their 
energy to the dye molecules [53]. This is favoured if the dye molecules are more concen-
trated near the organic domains than the siliceous domains. Therefore, we can unequivo-
cally conclude that the organic domains are the favourable sites for the rhodamine B dyes. 
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This result corroborates the conclusion drawn from the XRD data, indicating that the dye 
molecules are highly incorporated in the organic domain of the di-ureasil.    
The emission bands observed here (in the higher wavelength range) are therefore, the one 
from the dye. There is no significant shift in peak position with the excitation wavelengths 
chosen to excite the sample. The shoulders observed in the spectra of the sample with low 
concentrated dye are clearly observable in this case. This gives clear idea that there are 
more aggregates of the dyes formed with the increase in concentration as expected. As rec-
ognized in the above discussions, these aggregates create different emitting centres which 
contribute to the observed emission band and the shoulders as well [12, 43].  
6.3.2 Rhodamine 6G doped hybrid materials 
6.3.2.1 Emission spectra of dilute rhodamine 6G doped hybrid material 
The emission spectra of the dilute rhodamine 6G dye doped with di-ureasil hybrid material 
are shown in Figure 28A. The vertical axis is normalized to make the comparison of the 
peak positions easy.  The emission spectra were acquired by exciting the sample with dif-
ferent excitation wavelengths ranging from 350 nm to 524 nm (Figure 28A). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28: Emission and excitation spectra of dilute R6G doped di-ureasil hybrid material at 300 K. A) Emis-
sion: the black, red, green, blue and cyan lines indicate excitation wavelengths of 350 nm, 367 nm, 380 nm, 
488 nm, and 524 nm respectively.   B) Excitation: the black, red, green, blue and cyan lines indicate moni-
tored emission wavelengths of 412 nm, 442 nm, 476 nm, 549 nm, and 565 nm respectively.  
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As seen in the spectra (Figure 28A), there are two emission bands observed in the wave-
length ranges between 365-500nm and 500-675nm respectively. Like the spectra for dilute 
RB dye doped material discussed above, the former band which is shown in the higher en-
ergy range corresponds to the emission from the processes within the di-ureasil (host) [26, 
28, 32, 47, 56 ]. With the increase in the excitation wavelength from 350-380 nm, a shift in 
the peak position of the emission from 429-443 nm was observed. As for the samples 
doped with rhodamine B, this high dependence of the emission peak position on the excita-
tion wavelength is the characteristic feature of the di-ureasil hybrid materials [26]. 
The spectra observed in the lower energy range are originated from the rhodamine 6G dye 
molecules. The peak positions of these spectra are centred around 548 nm and do not show 
a significant shift with the excitation wavelength increasing as opposed to the host emis-
sion. But, compared to the emission spectra of rhodamine 6G in an ethanol solution (556 
nm) [49], the peak position of the rhodamine 6G in the di-ureasil hybrid is shifted to the 
lower wavelength region by about 8 nm. In the same argument with red shift in the fluo-
rescence of dilute RB doped sample, the blue-shift in the fluorescence peak position of the 
sample doped with dilute rhodamine 6G compared to its fluorescence in ethanol is due to a 
different physicochemical environments that the di-ureasil provides the dye as compared to 
the ethanol [12b].  The spectra however, do not show Gaussian emission bands. These in-
dicates the presence of more than one emitting components which arise from different 
types of possible aggregations that the dye molecules form with each other [42]. 
 
6.3.2.2 Excitation  spectra of dilute rhodamine 6G doped hybrid material 
 
The excitation spectra for dilute rhodamine 6G doped sample monitored at different emis-
sion wavelengths (412 nm - 565 nm) are shown in Figure 28B. Similar to the rhodamine B 
doped samples, the monitored wavelengths were chosen both from the host (412 nm - 476 
nm) and dye (534 nm -565 nm) emission bands.  
For the monitored wavelengths selected from host emission band, the excitation spectra 
show a large broad band between 280 nm - 455 nm. With the monitored energy decreasing, 
red shift in the peak position (340 nm - 348 nm) and widening of the spectra were ob-
served. The red shift in the peak position of the excitation spectra is the unique feature of 
the di-ureasil hybrid materials [26, 28]. The band widening observed here was reported 
previously by Fu et al. [24] and attributed to the existence of more than one absorbing 
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components; the NH group and the siliceous domain. These components were also ob-
served by the excitation spectra at low temperature (14 K) for the undoped di-ureasil [26, 
32]. The NH absorbing unit was assigned to the preferential excitation of the broad blue-
green emission band whereas the purple-blue emission band arises from the recombination 
process within the siliceous domain [32].   
The excitation spectra recorded by monitoring the wavelength from the emission band of 
the dye are also shown in Figure 28 B by the curves extending from lower wavelength re-
gions to the higher wavelength regions. Two bands, peaked at 360 nm and 524 nm, and 
shoulder at 495 nm were observed. The appearance of the two peaks and shoulder show 
that the excitation spectra are similar with excitation spectrum of rhodamine 6G dye in 
ethanol solution [8]. Moreover, the band observed at 360 nm peak signifies the presence of 
an energy transfer from the host to the rhodamine dye. 
 
6.3.2.3 Emission spectra of concentrated rhodamine 6G doped hybrid materials 
 
The emission spectra of concentrated rhodamine 6G doped hybrid material recorded at 
room temperature (300 K) are shown in Figure 29 A. Like the emission of the concentrated 
rhodamine B doped sample, with increasing the concentration of the rhodamine 6G from 
0.008% to 0.1% the emission from the host was suppressed from where it would have ex-
isted. However, amplifying the band in the low wavelength range (see Figure 29 B) shows 
the presence of emission from the host with its characteristic red shift property while in-
creasing the excitation wavelength.   
With similar argument given for the concentrated rhodamine B doped material, the disap-
pearance of the emission from the host is attributed to the presence of the energy transfer 
from the hybrid to the dye. Moreover, the complete suppression of the blue-green emission 
band whose origin is the organic domain of the di-ureasil shows that there is a stronger 
transfer of energy from the organic domain of the di-ureasil than the one from siliceous 
domain. This may indicate that the rhodamine 6G dye is preferably closer to the organic 
domain than the siliceous domain of the di-ureasil hybrid. 
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Figure 29:  Emission spectra of concentrated R6G doped di-ureasil hybrid material at different excitation 
wavelengths ( exλ ).  A) Emission. B) Amplified emission from the suppressed band of the di-ureasil emis-
sion region plotted from 350 nm-500 nm. 
The spectra observed at the higher wavelength range are therefore, the emission spectra 
whose origin is the rhodamine 6G dye. Due to the increase in concentration of the dye, the 
peaks are shifted to the higher wavelength region. As a result of this, the peak positions of 
the spectra are observed at wavelengths greater than ~575 nm. This shift in position from 
position of the less concentrated dye is because of the formation of J-dimers with the in-
crease of concentration as shown in Figure 19 B [12b].  
6.3.3 Comparison of the two rhodamine dyes doped hybrid materials 
In this section comparisons of the effects of both dyes, rhodamine 6G and B, doped into di-
ureasil hybrid material will be considered and discussed.  To simplify the comparison we 
considered the emission spectra at excitation wavelength of 350 nm, excitation spectra 
whose monitored wavelength is from the di-ureasil emission band at 440 nm, and the exci-
tation spectra by monitoring the emission wavelength from the dye emission band at 595 
nm for dilute and concentrated samples doped with both dyes.  
Figure 30 shows the emission spectra of both rhodamine B and 6G doped samples by ex-
citing all the samples at excitation wavelength of 350 nm. For both dyes at lower concen-
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tration the emission bands from the host and dye are observed (see black and green lines). 
This is because both the di-ureasil and the dye are optically active materials and they emit 
in their respective emission energy ranges [53].   
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Figure 30:   Emission spectra of dilute and concentrated RB and R6G doped di-ureasil hybrid material ex-
cited at 350 nm at 300 K. Black (0.008% RB), red (0.1% RB), green (0.008% R6G),  and blue (0.1% R6G). 
 
Nevertheless, when the concentration of either of the dyes increases from 0.008% to 0.1%, 
the band to be appeared from the host does not exist as a result of energy transfer from the 
host to dye. Comparing the emission of the samples doped with RB and R6G; the peak po-
sition of the RB doped sample is shown at higher wavelength in the dye emission band for 
both concentrations.  This is due to the structural difference of the two dyes which depend 
on the substituents that are attached to the main xanthene structure [3, 8].   
For dilute samples, the relative emission intensity of the R6G doped sample is higher than 
the RB doped one in the di-ureasil emission band (see Figure 30). On the other hand, in the 
dye emission band, the relative intensity of the RB doped sample is higher than the R6G 
doped one. When the concentration of both dyes increases the host emission is suppressed 
as discussed before and the emission intensity from the hybrids material doped with rho-
damine 6G dye is higher. This very clear difference manifests itself in the absolute emis-
sion quantum yield as well.    
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Absolute Emission Quantum Yield  
Table 2 shows the room temperature absolute emission quantum yield of the neat and 
doped di-ureasils measured at 375 nm and 380 nm excitation wavelengths respectively. 
Within the experimental error, the measured absolute emission quantum yield for the neat 
di-ureasil is the same as the previously reported value [30, 32, 47].  When the di-ureasil 
hybrid material is doped with rhodamine dyes the absolute emission quantum yield in-
creases.  
Table 2: Absolute emission quantum yields of neat, RB and R6G doped di-ureasil hybrid material at excita-
tion wavelengths of 375nm and 380 nm as indicated in the parenthesis. 
 
Samples Concentration (%) Emission quantum yields 
(%) 
Undoped di-ureasil (375 
nm) 
0.0 5 
0.008 11 RB doped di-ureasil hybrid 
(380 nm) 0.1 65 
0.008 7 R6G doped di-ureasil hy-
brid (380 nm) 0.1 70 
 
By increasing the concentration of the dyes from 0.008% to 0.1%, the quantum yield of the 
material increased dramatically. As such, the quantum yield of the di-ureasil doped with 
RB was increased by a factor of 6 while the quantum yield of the di-ureasil doped with 
R6G was increased by a factor of 10 (see Table 2) compared to their dilute counterparts. 
For dilute concentration, the emission quantum yield of the di-ureasil hybrid doped with 
RB dye is higher than the one doped with R6G dye. However, for the higher concentration, 
the reverse effect is observed. This is inline with the intensity differences above, showing 
the intensity of the RB doped material higher than the R6G doped one for dilute concentra-
tion and the reveres effect for the higher concentration.   
As can be seen from the table, the absolute emission quantum yield of the di-ureasil hybrid 
material is highly dependent on the concentration of the dopants. The measured values, 
65% for RB and 70% for R6G doped di-ureasil hybrid are high enough to realize solid ma-
terials for application in light emitting devices, such as laser dyes. 
On the other hand, the intensity which was suppressed from the host emission band with 
the increase in concentration of dyes is relatively higher than the dye emission bands when 
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the concentration is dilute. Even though, the main reason for this difference in intensity lies 
on the concentration of the dyes the fact that the excitation wavelength, 350 nm, is chosen 
from the region where the di-ureasil absorbs more can not be ruled out. The observed in-
tensity of the dye is mostly from the energy which is transferred to it from the host.   
As explained above, the suppression of the emission from the host emission region when 
the concentration of either of the dye increases is due to the definitive energy transfer from 
the host to the dye [53].  
The table given below shows the ratios of integrated intensities for the spectra measured by 
exciting the samples at 350 nm wavelength.  In the table, the ratios of the integrated inten-
sities of the dye emission band to the host emission band 





host
dye
A
A
 for all the samples at 
different concentrations were considered. The notations used here are:  dyeA  is the inte-
grated intensity of dye emission, hostA  is integrated intensity of the host emission.  
Table 3: Integrated intensity ratios  
Samples R6G (0.008%) R6G (0.1%) RB (0.008%) RB (0.1%) 






host
dye
A
A
 
 
0.34 
 
448.12 
 
0.68 
 
616.12 
 
 
As can be seen from Table 3, the ratios of the integrated intensities of the two emission 
bands of the samples doped with respective dyes show that the ratios calculated for the 
concentrated samples are very large. This indicates that the transfer of energy is so strong 
when the concentration increases.  For both concentrations, the ratio calculated for samples 
doped with R6G is less than the ratio calculated for the corresponding samples doped with 
RB. Assuming the host emission to be the same irrespective of the type of dopants, the 
higher ratio calculated for RB indicates that it is highly accepting the energy from the host 
than R6G does. 
Another substantial effect observed with the increasing of concentration of either of the 
rhodamine dyes is the shift in the peak positions of the dye emission bands as compared to 
their respective dilute sample counterparts.  This red shifting of peak is due to the presence 
of aggregates of the dye molecules [12].  In addition, the shoulders are clearly observed 
with the increase in concentrations. The reason why the shoulders appeared intense is due 
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to the formation of large number of aggregates contributing to the emission of these shoul-
ders [12].   
Comparing the energy difference between emission maxima of the dilute and concentrated 
samples, the shift observed for R6G doped samples is higher than the one doped with RB. 
Taking the difference between the peak positions of the respective spectra (between dilute 
and concentrated samples), shifts of 34 nm (1051 cm-1) for R6G and 20 nm (564 cm-1) for 
RB doped samples were calculated respectively. This might show that aggregations formed 
by the rhodamine 6G dyes are more strongly interacting than those formed by rhodamine B 
dyes. 
The excitation spectra taken by monitoring the emission wavelength from the emission 
band of dye for the R6G doped sample (Figure 31B) is supportive of the absorbance spec-
trum which indicates the formation of aggregates of the dye molecules. Comparing the ex-
citation spectra of samples with dilute and higher concentration, one can see that the peak 
position shifts to higher wavelength region and the intensity of the shoulder also increases 
with the increase of concentration. This clearly shows the presence of fluorescent aggre-
gate of dyes in the sample [12b].   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 31: A) Excitation spectra of di-ureasil doped with RB and R6G at 440 nm.  Black (0.008% RB), red 
(0.1% RB), blue (0.008% R6G), and green (0.1% R6G).  B) Excitation spectra of di-ureasil doped with R6G 
at 550 nm. Black (0.008% R6G) and blue (0.1% R6G).  
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The excitation spectra monitored at the emission wavelengths selected from the emission 
bands of the host for both dyes are shown in Figure 31A.  The excitation spectra of sam-
ples doped with dilute concentration of both dyes show large broad bands with shoulders 
observed in both cases. These are typical profiles of the excitation spectra of neat di-ureasil 
hybrid material [26, 28]. However, unlike the excitation spectra for neat di-ureasil [26], the 
absence of the peak showing the urea bridge of the di-ureasil emitting center is related to 
the energy transfer process. As mentioned above the transfer of energy from the organic 
domain of the di-ureasil is higher than the one from the inorganic domain. The excitation 
peak of the R6G doped sample is shown at 340 nm while the RB doped sample is peaked 
at 368 nm. Both the peaks correspond to the energy range which excites the siliceous do-
main of neat di-ureasil hybrid material [26]. Nonetheless, the appearance of the excitation 
peak of the sample doped with RB at a higher wavelength compared to the R6G doped 
sample indicates that the emission of the di-ureasil doped with RB has more contribution 
from the organic domain of the di-ureasil.  
On the other hand, when the concentration of the dyes (RB and R6G) increases from 
0.008% to 0.1%, the respective broad excitation bands observed for the dilute samples are 
split into two bands observed between 300-350 nm and 350-425 nm respectively.  In the 
excitation bands whose maxima lie between 300 and 350 nm, the peak position of the exci-
tation spectrum of the sample doped with R6G is lower than the one doped with RB. How-
ever, the reverse situation is observed for the band between 350 nm and 425 nm.  This 
splitting of the band is entirely due to the increase in concentration of the dye which in-
creases the dye-dye and dye- di-ureasil interactions since the distances between them de-
crease [5].   
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Chapter 7: Conclusions  
Fluorescent dyes were known for numerous applications in the area of optics, displays, bi-
ology, medicine, etc. For applications such as lasers and displays, it is important to incor-
porate the dye molecules in a suitable matrix which increases their optical performances 
and ease the portability of devices. There are number of matrices which could be used, but 
the organic inorganic hybrid materials are ideal materials which provide the dye molecules 
with matrix properties from organic and inorganic solid materials in one.  The sol-gel syn-
thesis route also makes the incorporation process of the dye molecule easy without affect-
ing its original properties much.   
In this work the doping of rhodamine dyes into an organic-inorganic hybrid materials 
classed as di-ureasil was done with the sol-gel synthesis route.  The absorption, photolumi-
nescence and X-ray diffraction characterization of the rhodamine 6G and B doped di-
ureasil hybrid material were successfully performed. Both the di-ureasil and the dyes are 
optically active materials. As a result of this, the emission spectra of the samples doped 
with either of the dyes show double emission bands in the lower and higher wavelength 
regions.  The one shown in the lower wavelength is the characteristic emission feature of 
the di-ureasil hybrid while the one shown in the higher wavelength region corresponds to 
the dye emission.  
When the concentration of the dye increases the emission band from the di-ureasil was 
suppressed. This is due to an energy transfer from the di-ureasil emitting centers (urea 
bridge (NH) and siliceous domains) to the dye molecules. The presence of an energy trans-
fer was also confirmed from the excitation spectra acquired by monitoring the emission 
wavelength from the emission band of the dye. Moreover, the severe suppression of the 
blue-green emission band of the di-ureasil emission shows that the energy transfer from the 
organic emitting centers is higher than the one from the inorganic emitting centers. This 
suggests the presence of large number of the dye molecules near the organic regions of the 
di-ureasil as compared to the siliceous domains.   
The increase in the distance between the siliceous clusters for the doped di-ureasil, con-
firmed by XRD pattern, indicates the incorporation of the rhodamine molecules in the or-
ganic region of the di-ureasil.  
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Another effect of the increase in concentration of the dye is the shift in peak positions of 
the excitation, emission as well as absorbance spectra of the dyes compared to the peak 
positions observed for dilute concentration. These shifting in the peak positions of the dye 
for these optical techniques are showing the formation of different types of aggregates.  
The formation of aggregates was also seen with the dilute concentrations from the shoul-
ders in the emission bands of dye. The Gaussian fitting performed on the spectrum further 
indicates the presence of the dimers which are the emitting centers for the shoulders. 
The preserved emission profiles of the dye emission band in time resolved emission spec-
tra show that the life time of the dye emission is comparable to the life time of the organic 
emitting centers of the di-ureasil. However, the accurate life time behind the emission can 
only be obtained by monitoring a decay curve around the observed band.  
With respect to intensity, the emission of concentrated sample is very intense as compared 
to the dilute counterpart. This is related to the increase in emission intensity of the material 
with the increase in concentration of the emitting centers.  The absolute emission quantum 
yield measurement also confirms that the increase in dye concentration increases the meas-
ured value of the quantum yields. Emission quantum yields, 65% for RB and 70% for R6G 
doped materials (both 0.1% concentration) show that the material doped with either of the 
dyes has reasonably high quantum yield which can qualify them as a promising candidate 
for light emitting application.  
In general, the incorporation of the rhodamine dyes into the di-ureasil hybrid material is 
confirmed with the respective optical and structural characterization techniques. As the di-
ureasil is an organic-inorganic hybrid material with the important properties of organic and 
inorganic components in one host for the organic dye, the material prepared here is of high 
importance for optical applications such as laser dyes. This is because the dye molecules 
entrapped into the organic region of the solid matrix have their optical properties more or 
less preserved. Furthermore, the energy transfer between the di-ureasil and the rhodamine 
dyes enables to change the broad emission spectra of the di-ureasil into a relatively narrow 
emission band located in the higher emission wavelength regions for both rhodamines.  
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